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THE INFLUENCE-OF SURFACE TURBULENCE AND SURFACTANTS
ON GAS TRANSPORT THROUGH LIQUID INTERFACES
Thomas G. Springer and Robert L. Pigford
Department of Chemical Engineering
and Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
Univeraity of California
Berkeley, California 94720

ABSTRACT
An apparatus called an interface impedance bridge is described
for the observation of the resistance to passage of a soluble gas through
a gas-liquid interface under dynamic conditions.

The apparatus resembles

an electrical a.c. bridge circuit and permits measurements to be made
over a range of frequencies.
The interface impedance bridge is used to measure passage of a
soluble gas through a gas-liquid interface under varying conditions.
Measurements over a range of frequencies of gas pressure oscillations
allowed one to test interface mass transfer mechanisms, including the
effects of soluble and insoluble surfactants on both stagnant arid
turbulent liquid surfaces.
Analysis of the turbulent interface of a clean liquid shows that
a Danckwerts type distribution function of surface ages may be used to

..

describe the statistical characteristics of the interface under the
condi.tions of these experiments.
Addition of a soluble surfactant to the liquid produced no
measurable change in the mass transfer rate through. a stagnant gasliquid interface, but reduced the intensity of turbulence at the

-vii-

interface when the liQuid was stirred from beneath.

It was found that

the statistical nature of the interface could still be described
reasonably well with the Danckwerts random distribution function.

,.\

Placement of an insoluble surfactant on the surface of a clean
stagnant surface reduced the mass transfer rate of soluble gas through it.
The film resistance was found to be a function of the surface concentration.
The film resistance was found to be a function of the surfactant's
surface concentration.

An insoluble surfactant had no effect on

the mass transfer rate when the liQuid was stirred from beneath.
The nature of surface films and their stability in the presence
of interfacial turbulence is discussed.

•
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INTRODUCTION
The effect of surface films on mass transfer through stagnant
interfaces has been studied in recent years_, particularly with reference
to retardation of th.e evaporation of water.

The investigation of

surfactant behavior at turbulent interfaces, produced by violent mixing
some distance from the surface with fluid elements continually bombarding
the interface, has received little attention.
The purpose of this thesis is characterization of the statistical
nature of turbulent interfaces and examination of surfactant behavior
at turbulent gas-liquid interfaces.

The resistance of a surface film,

placed on a stagnant surface, is measured in order to allow separation
of hydrodynamic and film resistance effects.
The format of this thesis has been chosen to meet two goals.
First, Chapters I and II are written so that they would be suitable for
publication without major revision.

Second, the thesis is written so that

anyone who is interested in only the main features and conclusions of
this work may read from the beginning through Chapter II.

For the person

who is interested in all details of apparatus, procedures, and calculations,
this material is supplied as appendices.
Chapter I deals with introduction of a newexperimental technique
and explanation of its possible uses.
obtained

~hen

Chapter II presents results

the new technique was used not only to measure surfactant

effects on stagnant and turbulent interfaces but also to characterize
the statistical nature of clean and surfactant-covered turbulent
interfaces.
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CHAPTER I.

*

AN INTERFACE IMPEDANCE BRIDGE

.i

ABSTRACT·
An apparatus is described for the observation of the resistance

to passage of a soluble gas through a gas-liquid interface under dynamic
conditions.

The apparatus resembles an electrical a.c. bridge circuit

and permits measurements to be made over a range of frequencies.

From

the data one can test various interface mass transfer mechanisms;
including the effects of surfactants on both stagnant and turbulent
interfaces'.

*This

Chapter will be published as a research paper by- William B. Lamb,

Thomas G. Springer, and Robert L. Pigford in Fundamentals Quarterly,
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, November, 1969. ·

l'

.:
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INTRODUCTION
Throughout most of tQe large

oo~

of work that has been done

to determine mass transfer resi..stances of gas-liquid interfaces the
experiments have been carried out at steady state, the rate of transfer

'•

being determined from· chemical analysis of streams entering and leaving
or from measurements of the volume of gas taken up by the liquid at a
constant rate.

The difficulties of determining the resistance of one

of the phases from such measurements when both phases offer resistance
are well known.

And the fact that wholly different assumptions about

the fluid mechanical structure or other characteristics of interfaces
lead to nearly the same predictions of steady state mass transfer
coefficients has led to question whether the traditional measurements
will ever reveal the details of interface structure.
theory has quantities in it which are not known

After all, each

~priori

for real

equipment and which can be chosen arbitrarily to make the theories fit
empirical data.

It is only by using highly idealized gas absorbers, such

as wetted-wall columns or liquid jet devices, that physically important
quantities like times of exposure of the surfact to the gas (Higbie,
1935) can be determined uniquely by the design of the apparatus.
Moreover,

now~

has been found heretofore to expose ·a turbulent liquid

interface to a gas under conditions where the frequency of random
replacement of elements of the liquid surface is known accurately or
even where such interface statistical phenomena can be controlled

.,

'I

precisely.

-4In fields such as electrical engineering,

however~

the use of

frequency response experimental methods for the exploration of rate
I

phenomena is well established.

Indeed the art of electrical measurements

!,",

i

involving a.c. bridges and linear circuits has not been exploited very
often in chemical engineering laboratory research, although the use of

,!
J

such procedures for the design of control· systems is familiar.

Particularly

in the field of mass transfer mechanisms, the use of transient methods
of observation- would appear to be promising (cf. Whitaker and Pigford,

1966).
THE INTERFACE IMPEDANCE BRIDGE APPARATUS
Consider an apparatus consisting of two identical chambers, each
containing a deep pool of liquid with a pure gas phase above, as shown
in Fig. l.

The liquid is saturated with dissolved gas at the time-

average gas pressure, but through the use of duplicate gas cylinders
driven from the same rotating shaft the volumes of the two gas spaces
vary sinusoidally in an identical manner.

If the gas were insoluble in

each chamber there would be no pressure difference between the chambers
although the pressure in each chamber would oscillate.

On the other

hand, if there is even a small difference in the rates of solution of
the gas in the chambers a pressure-difference signal will be detected
on an electrical transducer.

After filtering of noise through a band-

pass filter circuit this signal can be recorded on a chart beside·a
second signal representing the pressure variations on one side; the
phase difference and the ratio of the amplitudes can be observed over
a range of frequencies.

From such a frequency response and, on the

1
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XBL 695. 274 3
Fig. 1.

Diagram of an interface impedance bridge.
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assumption that all the distrubances are small enough to he governed
by the linearized approximations to the necessary rate equations,
I

constants in such rate expressions can be found.

Distinctions can be

made between alternative assumptions about the rate processes themselves and detailed information can be developed about the statistical
characteristics of turbulent interfaces, as will be shoWn.
Such an apparatus- can be calle.d an uinterface impedance bridgeu
because it is wholly analogous- to a bridge-type electrical circuit, as
indicated in Fig. 2.

The electrical circuit consists of two parallel

paths from a constant-voltage current source to ground.

Each is through

a series combination of a condenser and a resistor, the capacitance of
the condenser being changed sinusoidally by moving the plates toward and
away from each other.

The a. c. voltage appearing across the bridge

depends on the difference in the two resistances if the condensers are
duplicates.

If one of the resistors has known a.c. impedance, the

frequency response data will determine the other impedance.
In the mass transfer version of the bridge the resistors
correspond to the interfaces and the underlying diffusional resistance
of the phases.

When the frequency is increased the waves of concentration

present in the liquid will be confined to thinner and thinner layers
of liquid and the resistance of the interface itself will be emphasized.
One version of the interface bridge consists, therefore, in
having a stagnant, clean, liquid surface on one side for use as a
standard interface of calculable impedance,

On the other side one can

have, for example, a Similar interface covered with

a

layer of a

-7-

Battery voltage =Eo

'"'~
I

. A

~E
A

E2

=

.

I
--)
( I I C0 ) (__!_
r2

.

IW

r•

+

-I

CorL

XBL695- 2746
Fig. 2. Analogous a.c. impedance bridge. {Capaci"i;.ors are varied to.,gether sinusoidally; voltage difference, ~=bE exp{iwt)).
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surfactant whose impedance we wish to measure.

Likewise, opposite the

stagnant interface we might place a turbulent interface, obtained by
stirring the pool of liquid below.

The frequency response information

..

would yield in this case the whole statistical distribution of fluid
particle residence times in the interface as well as the average surface
element replacement frequency.

Obviously, studies can be conducted to

find the ways in which surfactants inhibit fluid motion at interfaces.
QUANTITATIVE DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHOD

Consider first the calculation of pressure chariges that occur
inside a single chamber containing a constant volume of liquid as the
volume of the gas space is varied sinusoidally according to
A

V(t)

= V0· · +

V exp(iwt)

Assume that. the gas follows ·pV

(1}

= nRT

and that heat tr.ansfer between the

gas and the solid or liquid surfaces which surround it can be represented
by the usual rate expression with an overall coefficient
S.

U and an area

Then the energy balance for the gas is

n C T
v

= US(T 0

(2)

- T) - p V

where the dots above mean differentiation with respect to time and where
T

0

is the constant temperature of the surroundings.
The material balance includes rate expression, ~(w) (p- p

where

H is .the Henryts Law coefficient, ~ (w)

is the possibly

frequency-dependent mass transfer coefficient of the liquid surface,

0

),
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and

p

is the time-average pressure of tP.e

0

It is assumed that

gas~

the liquid mass is so large and the frequencies so high that the bulk
of the liquid does not change its concentration as the gas pressure
p

varies.

The balance is

(3)

where

A is the known area of the interface.
By assuming that the linearly correct solution is of the form

A

p

= Po

+ p exp(iwt)

T

= To

+ T exp(iwt)

n

= n0

+

/\

n exp(iwt}

one can easily find the result,

:E_

l + 1 +

=-

(y-

t-

1

1) UST /p V )(i/iw)
0
00
__1_+_(.,..-HAR--T--::/V~)=ck_--,(w'""")...;..iw..,):-o 0 -~

v

v0

(4)

Obviously, the volume changes produce pressure oscillations which depend

...

on the frequency for two reasons.

One is. that the changes in gas

temperature may be nearly adiabatic and reversible (at high frequencies)
or nearly iosthermal (at low frequencies); the other is that the mass
transfer into the liquid causes dissolved gaS' to be stored there
temporarily and that the mass transfer coefficient, k , .may itself depend
1
on the frequency.

-10-

Suppose that Eq_. (4) is applied to each side of the bridge and
that the mass trap.sfer coefficients are
respectively.
~p

formula
of

Lip

~l

and

~

2 on the two sides,

The difference in pressure can be represented by the

= ~p

exp(iwt)

and an eq_uation for the freq_uency dependence

can be obtained by applying Eq_. (4} to each side.

It is

convenient, however, to divide the result by the pressure coefficient
for one side because tnereby the factor representing the effects of
temperature changes in the two chambers drops out.

The result is

"'

(RART 0 /V0 )[~ 2 (w) - ~l (w)J

A

iW +

(HART /V0 ) ~ (w)
0

1

( 5) .

which suggests a comparison of the amplitudes and the phase of· the
signals,

~P

and

THE FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR A STAGNANT, CLEAN
SURFACE
A convenient surface to use as a reference on the side of the
bridge having a known impedance is formed by a pool of clean liq_uid
at rest.

If there is no resistance at the interface itself to the

passage of soluble gas molecUles the mass transfer coefficient is determined entirely by the molecular diffusional resistance of the liq_uid
substrate.

Since the pool is very deep there are negligible changes

in composition at any large depth in the liquid and the solution of
Fick '· s second law is simply

~·,

-11-

C(x,t)

Where

= H p exp(iwt
.

-

-{ii ~)
~

+ Hp

represents distance from the interface.

X

(6}

0

.The mass transfer

coefficient is easily calculated from the interface concentration
gradient as
I,

(7)
THE MASS-TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR A RANDOMLY TURBULENT SURFACE .
Following the suggestion of Danckwerts (1951), a liquid interface
which is continually exchanging liquid particles with the substrate can
be thought of as being composed of a mosaic of small liquid patches,
each having arrived randomly in time and, upon arrival in a fresh
condition, having displaced another particle which was then completely
submerged.

Whether such a conception of the structure of an interface

is correct can be investigated by comparing an observed frequency
response with the one which is expected,

(8)
where

s

-1

is the average lifetime of a surface element.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE. APPARATUS

An early apparatus built along the lines described here was
used by Lamb (1965).
below.

Some of these preliminary data will be presented

Figure 3 shows a more recent, improved version of the same

equipment as described in complete deta,il.in Appendix A.
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Fig. 3.

Photograph of interface impedance bridge
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Two "Pyrex" containers., each. holding 10 liters of water, are

placed side by side on a.sturdy table.

The water level in each container

is about an inch below a carefully machiried "Lucite" cover, which is
held tightly against the smooth upper rim of the glass vessel and a
"Neoprene" 0-ring.

Each vessel rests. in a base which has been filled

with Plaster of Paris to fit the glass.

Such measures are needed to

avoid unwanted volume changes owing to the pressure excursions in the
confined gas, which is pure sulfur dioxide.
Behind the glass jars is an electrically driven 'piston rod as
shown in Fig.

4. This device simultaneously moves the hinged covers

of two sheet metal boxes in which are "Neoprene" balloons.
are hospital rebreathing bags.

The balloons

The insides of the metal boxes are

shaped to the elliptical contour of the balloons by insertion of
· hollowed pieces of hardwood thereby forming a cavity about the same size
as the balloons in thelr average positions.

The balloons are connected

by several parallel lengths of large-bore butyl rubber vacuum tubing
to their respective glass chambers.

When the piston moves the balloons

compress or expand and the gas pressure inside the two chambers changes
very nearly sinusoidally.
The gas pressure in one chamber and the smaller difference in
the pressures were measured with Statham strain gauge transducers.

The

pressure difference instrument was capable of readings as small as
'..;;

0.001 in. of water, an amount which would correspond to a volume change
on one side of the bridge of only 0.2 cc.

The transducers were connected

to a Sanborn Transducer Amplifier-Indicator and then to a Sanborn

-14-
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Fig.

4.

Photograph of reciprocating drive mechanism.

..'
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two-channel inking recorder.
fro:q~.

the ink records.

The ratio of amplitudes could be found

The phase difference between the signals could

be read from the charts but more accurate measurements were possible
with the aid of a phase-sensitive demodulator.
A critical step in the us_e of the apparatus was the initial
adjustments of the two liquid volumes to give a zero output from the
bridge.

For example, if it is desired to compare a still and a stirred

liquid surface' operatior+ was begun with both sides still. -The pressure
difference signal was not

zer~,

initially but the amplitude could be

reduced to about 0.0125 in. water by carefully adding or removing
gas-saturated water.

The amplitude of the input pressure signal was

about 16.6 in. water; during an experiment comparing a turbulent water
interface with a stationary interface a pressure difference signal on
the order of 0.25 in. water was obtained.

Adjustment of the gas

pressures to make them equal on both sides was essential and time had to
be allowed for the whole mass of liquid in each chamber to come to
equilibrium at the average gas

pres~ure.

Watching changes in the phase

difference was very helpful in making these adjustments.
In our earliest work the reference chamber was a dry container .
having the same volume as the wet

ch~ber.

In order to obtain the initial

zero adjustment the liquid surface in th.e wet chamber was covered with a
thin film of polyvinyl fluoride to make it impermeable to the passage of
sulfur dioxide.

After the volumes of the chambers had been adjusted the

/..J

film was pushed under the water surface and the measurements of the
surface impedance began.

-16-

A flat paddle with inclined· blades was provided in one of the
chambers, entering through

a

"Teflon" seal in the bottom, in order to

stir the liquid. · Connections were provided· at the top of the chamber for
introducing small quantities of s:urfactants through

a

or small movable cups attached to the chamber lid.

Details are given

hypodermic needle

in Appendix A.
TYPICAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 5 shows some of the results of Springer (1969) obtained
by comparing a clean stagnant liquid surface with a stagnant surface
covered with a thin impermeable film.
~l

= 0,

For the impermeable surface,

and Eq. (5) is simplified .. When the expression in Eq. (7) is

introduced for

~

2 , corresponding to a stagnant but active surface on

side two of the bridge, the simple result is

~ = (HART 0 /V0 ) (i) /iw) 1 / 2

(9)

As the figure shows, the amplitude does fall off as the inverse square
root of the frequency, as expected.

But, even more significantly, the

values o:f the amplitude ratio agreed very well with those expected
from Eq. (9) and :from the established values of the Henry's Law coefficient
:for sulfur dioxide and its diffusion coefficient in water.

This

indicates that the liquid was very nearly stagnant, at least as far as
its response to concentration pulses arri..ving no more slowly than about
one per 30 sec. are concerned, and that such a surface should be a good
standard
o:f comparison for others in which there is greater practical
I
interest.

,.,.,
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fig. 5.

Briqge comparison of a stationary water interface with an
{The straight line is computed from Eq. {9)
using accepted values of so solubility and diffusion coefficient.)
2
impermea~le surface.
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The phase relationship was also measured as a function of
frequency and compared to the theoretical response of -45° (Eq. (9)).
The measured. phase gave an average value of -46.6° and a range of -43.9.0
to -50° showing quite good agreement with the predicted result.
Figure 6 shows some of Lamb's (1965) results when one side of the
bridge was stirred with a paddle having flat, inclined blades, each lin.
wide by 1.7 in. long.

The stirrer was located 3.5 in. above the bottom

of the 10-in. deep pool of clean water and four l-in. wide baffles were
located around the inside of the 12 in. I.D. tank.
300 r.p.m.

The stirrer speed was

It is clear that the frequency response was affected by the

interfacial turbulence, especially at low frequencies of the concentration
signals.

At high frequencies, however, the stirred interface and the

stagnant one gave nearly the same responses.
These observations are qualitatively in agreement with the
expectations based on the Danckwerts function, Eq. (8).
depending on the value.of

It shows that,

s, there will be a transition from a condition

at low frequencies, where amplitude is proportional to

w-1 , to high

frequencies, where it will be proportional. to

w-l/2 .

terms the cause of this change is as follows.

At low frequencies of the

In qualitative

pressure changes the average interfacial fluid element is exposed to
only a small fraction of a single concentration cycle before it is
submerged.

During its life the originally fresh element of surface is

able to absorb or desorb dissolved gas freely as needed to respond
to the portion of the pressure signal which it feels.

At high

frequencies, on the other hand, an average fluid particle is buffeted

·•
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Fig. 6. Briqge co~parison of a turbulent water interface with an impermeable
surface. {Data for S0 2 passing into surface of a stirred pool of
water. The apparent value of s is a~t 2.96 sec-1.)

:

by several change,s in surface concentration.

Although it may experience

1

some transient re sponse during the first cy:cle or so, subsequent cycles
find it behaving just as if it has been in the interface for a long
time before.

Thus, by changing the frequency one can pick out-different

parts of the surface age spectrum, including all the particles at low
frequencies .and smaller fractions. of the total surface age spectrum as
the frequency grows higher.

In fact, as we intend to show in a later

publication, it is possible to extract the residence time distribution .
function itself from the observed frequency response.
CONCLUSIONS
The interface impedance bridge is not an easy apparatus to use.
Nevertheless, it yields a wealth of detailed information about the kinetic
phenomena which affect interfacial mass transfer.

The method is in use

in our laboratories for the investigation of the role of soluble and
insoluble surfactants when so

2

gas molecules dissolve in water, including

not only the ways in which surfactants inhibit the passage of dissolving
molecules into a stationary surface but also the ways in which surfactants
decrease the mobility of otherwise free particles of water at the interface.

Results are reported in Chapter II.

r.~

I
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CHAPTER II
R~ULTS

.
FROM THE INTERFACE
BRIDGE *
ABSTRACT

A new experimental technique is used to measure the effects of
surface turbulence and surfactants on mass transfer rates at gas-liquid
interfaces.

Results indicate that at high turbulence rates the

statistical nature of interfaces, with and without surfactants present,
may be described by a Danckwerts-type distribution function of surface
ages.

Measurements of surface film mass transfer resistances show that

soluble surfactants offer no measurable resistance while insoluble films
show definite resistance to passage of gas molecules.

The nature of

surface films and their stapility in the presence of interfacial turbulence ·
is discussed.

*This

paper will be submitted for publication as a research paper by

Thomas G. Springer and Robert L. Pigford in Fundamentals Quarterly,
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, November, 1969.
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INTRODUCTION
There has been a large amount of work in recent years studying the
interfacial mass transfer

resista~ce

of surfactant films, but the more

important problem of characterization of the fluid motion at turbulent
interfaces with and without surface films present has not received
attention.

Bussey (1966) showed the presence of soluble surfactants

adds no measurable resistance to mass transfer through water interfaces.
It is also known that insoluble materials such as 1-hexadecanol when
spread as a monolayer on water can add an additional resistance to mass
transfer through the interface (Plevan and Quinn, 1965), (Sada and
Himmelblau, 1967), but the effects of surface films on interfacial
mobility during turbulent mixing of the liquid are not known.

It

has

been postulated (Davies, 1964) that possible hydrodynamic effects of
surface films cause damping of eddies as they approach the interface and
reduce mass transfer rates.
An experimental technique has been described (Lamb et al., 1969)

for the observation of the resistance to passage of a soluble gas through
a gas-liquid interface under dynamic conditions using frequency response
analysis.

From the data of the experiment one may test various interface

mass transfer mechanisms.
The experimental apparatus, called an interface impedance bridge,
is comprised of two chambers, each consisting of a variable-volume gas
space with a deep pool of liquid below.

One chamber has provisions for

varying the surface conditions of the liquid; the second chamber is used
as a reference chamber of calculable impedance.

The gas pressure may

-23..:.

be varied in the two chambers simultaneously in a sinusoidal manner.
From the measured frequency response of the bridge-type apparatus one
r"i

can calculate the impedance of the test chamber and relate the impedance
to resistances to mass transfer at the gas-liquid interface.
I

Characterization of the mass transfer coefficient for a randomly
turbulent surface, following the suggestion of Danckwerts (1951) for
exampl~,

may be examined since the frequency response information yields

the whole statistical distribution of fluid particle residence times in
the interface as well as the average surface element age and replacement
frequency .
. One may also examine the effect of surface films, both soluble and
insoluble, on mass transfer through a stagnant interface as well as a
turbulent interface.

These measurements allow one to separate the surface

resistance and hydrodynamic effects· of films to determine their
independent effects.

QUANTITATIVE DEVELOPMENT
1.

Statistical Characteristics of Turbulent Interfaces
Comparison of pressure oscillations; occuring in two chambers

each containing a soluble gas above deep pools of liquid, caused by
sinusoidal volume changes yields (Lamb et al., 1969)

(1)
•.;

with

Q =HART /V , where
0

0

R is the Henry's Law coefficient, A is the

known area of the

interface~

kL (w)

is the possibly frequency-dependent

mass transfer coefficient of the liquid surface, T

is the time-average

0

surrounding temperature and

p

v0

is the average gas volume of the chambers.

is the amplitude of the pressure oscillations and

~

(~

is that.of the

pressure difference signal.
Experimentally one may use either an impermeable surface or a
stagnant, clean liquid surface for a standard interface of calculable
impedance.

Indeed, in our experimental work both types of reference

chambers have been used.

However, it is slightly more convenient

mathematically to use an impermeable surface as the standard reference.
Since it has been shown (Lamb et al., 1969) that the behavior of a clean,
stagnant interface can be calculated reliably, it is a simple matter to
convert from one standard reference to the other.

For the sake of

brevity .the quantitative analysis presented here will deal with an
impermeable surface as a reference.
Assume that in chamber two a turbulent interface exists, obtained
by stirring a pool of clean liquid, and that an impermeable interface
exists in the reference chamber.

Equation (1) then becomes

(2)

Measurement of the indicated pressure and pressure-difference signals
enables one to calculate the frequency-dependent mass transfer coefficient,

._
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To find the flux through a turbulent interface one must make some
assumptions concerning the nature of the interfacial fluid motion.

As a

first approximation a randomly turbulent surface may be assumed, following
the suggestion of Danckwerts (1951).

He assumed that a turbulent inter-

face consists of a mosaic of elements of varying ages, which are randomly
replaced by fresh elements from the bulk of the liquid.

Following this

assumption, let
f(8)

= surface

f(8)d8

= fraction

age distribution function
of the interface which is occupied by particles

which have been exposed there for a time,

e,

within

time increment, d8.
By definition

~(8)d8 = 1

[

If one assumes that the scale of turbulence is much greater than the
depth of penetration of the solute diffusing from the surface, one may
apply the transient diffusion equation to each surface element
independently.
Let
Then

e=

a

= time

when an element was first exposed at the surface.

t - a = the age of the surface element and

dC

at

for

(3)
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The boundary conditions on

c(x,e}

are,

c(o,e) = H :P exp(iwt) = H :P exp(iwa) exp(iw6)
c(oo,O)

= c(x,O) = 0

Laplace transforms may be used to soive Eq. {3) subject to the listed
boundary conditions.

The solution is

(4)
where

m represents the Laplace transform variable and

from the interface.

x

is the distance ·

The Laplace transform of the flux at the interface

may be found from Eq. (4).

.

L(n)

where

n

= AH :P

£)

1/2 .· 1/2
.·.
~)
exp(iwa)
lffi-1w

(5)

represents the instantaneous number of moles of gas above the

liquid and the dot above represents differentiation with respect to
time.

The inverse transform (Erdelyi, 1954) of Eq. (5) is

(6)
The average, steady state rate of absorption into the turbulent
interface of age distribution
surface elements

f(8)

may be found by summation over all

-27n(t) =

Loo n(t,e) r(e) de

This gives
I

n(t)

= HA p

lea)

exp(iwt) G(w)

where
00

+

iW~
Je

2
f(x}dxJ e-l/ exp(-iw8)d8

(9) .

A mass balance at the liquid interface yields

·

n(t)

where

p

= p0

= -HkLt (w)
+

p

.A(p-p o)

= -i)A (Clc)
Clx

(10)
x=O

exp(iwt)

Using Eqs. (8) and (10), one can see that
(11)

It is obvious that knowledge of

f(8)

allows calculation of the mass

transfer coefficient for a turbulent interface.
can determine
values of

~t(w)

~t(w)

or

experimentally, f(8)
G(w)

can be found from measured

if Eq. (9) can be solved as an integral

equation for the unknown function, f(8).

·~f.

Conversely, since one
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Consider the integral Eq. (9) and note that we are free to
define

f(8)

l

=0

e

for

<

o.

Thus
·~

00

for

f(x) dx = 1

e~ 0
e

The integral over the full range of

is

G* (w)

£

(1·2)

0

G*(w)

=

$ 1 12

1 2
iwe" / exp("iw9)d9 + G(w)

Evaluation of the firstintegral gives

*

G (w)

=

(iw £)) 1 /

2

+ G(w)

Consider now solving Eq. (12) to find

f(8).

The second part

of the integral in Eq. (12) can be integrated by parts.

Combining the

result with Eqs. (11) and (12) gives

G* (w)

=- ~

®

l/

!

00

2

.-00

r
J
00

e-3 / 2

f(x)d.x exp( -iw8)d8

(13)

e

This is in the form of a Fourier integral; and, subject to certain
continuity conditions, it follows that
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00

(

.f(x)dx

Je

Cl\e1T3
= - ( ..,

r

)1/2.j ~

-··oooo

1 2
exp(iw6)[G(w) + (iw.,9) / ]aw

(14)

Differentiation gives

L
00

r(e)

= (l/2HnB )'"

112

1 2
(361 / 2 + 2iwa 312 )[a(w) + (iw.9) / ]

.

(15)

exp(iw8)dw
Equation (15) requires the observation of
and negative frequencies.
observe e:x:perimentally.
tribution function

f(8)

G(w)

over both positive

The negative range is obviously impossible to
Fortunately, however, the fact that the disis real makes it possible to show that the

real part, R(w), of the observed frequency response is an even fl,lllction
of

w while the imaginary part, I(w), is odd.

After some algebra,

Eq. ( 15) can be shown to be equivalent to

2w8I)cos(we) - (3I + 2w8R)sin(w8)]dw
(16)
which is the form most suitable for numerical evaluation.

For details

on how to do this, see Springer (1969).
2.

Frequency Response of Interface Jl.iodels

w

a.

The Randomly Turbulent Interface

Using the previous analysis one may test models concerning the
structure of a turbulent interface by comparison of.an observed frequency
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'

response with one which has been predicted.

Many sur£ace renewal models

have been postulated, but one o£ the earliest and simplest o£ these
theories was proposed by Danckwerts (1951).

He assumed that the motion

o£ a stirred liquid will continually replace with £resh £luid those
elements which have been exposed £or a £inite length o£ time.

Danckwerts

also assumed that the chance o£ an element o£ sur£ace being replaced
within a given time is independent o£ its age; hence, the £ractional
rate of replacement of -the elements belonging to every age group is ·
equal to a constant. s.
£(8)

=s

According to these

~ssumptions,

exp(-s8)

(17)

Calculation of the frequency response behavior o£ such a surface by
using Eqs. (2), (9), (11) and (17) yields

(18)
From preliminary results by Lamb (1965) it appeared that frequency
response results would be similar to those predicted by the Danckwerts
model.

For this reason, it was decided that this model would be used as

a trial basis for evaluating new data.

The phase and amplitude data may

be analyzed separately, according to Eq. ( 18) , to determine best-:f'i t
values £or the constants

Q and

and represent the phase angle by
the £allowing form

II,

i
I

s..

For convenience let

cp(w).

1~/pt I = A(w)

Using the amplitude results in

(19)
and the phase in the form

..

2
2 tan <P/(tan ¢ -' 1)

= w/s

(20)

one may apply a linear least squares analysis to collected data as

Q and

shown in Eqs. (19) and (20) to find

s.

One can then graphically

compare the observed frequency response, according to Eq. (2), with that
from Eq. (18).
b.

Film-Covered Liquid Surfaces

Consider next a stagnant liquid covered with a thin surface film.
Transport of gas through the interface is described by the following
equation and boundary conditions
2

d

dC

C

dX2

c(oo,t)

N(t)

=at

= c 0 = Hp 0
= _ [)

ac(O,t) = Kf[H p(t) - c(O,t)]
dX

Assume a solution of the form

c(x,t)

= c(x)

and remember that

exp(iwt) + H p

0
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p(t)

= p0

+

p

exp(iwt)

A

Let

N

= N exp ( iwt )-,

then

Consider an interface impedance bridge where in the test chamber
there is a stagnant liquid covered with a surface film and where the
standard reference chamber is an impermeable surface.

.The pressure-

difference signal from such a bridge may: be found knowing the flux across
the interface, N •
0

(21)

The subscript

f

that chamber; I

indicates that a film-covered surface is present in
denotes a chamber containing an impermeable surface.

One may rearrange the above equation so that a linear least
squares analysis may be applied to observed pressure signals to obtain
the surface film coefficient

Kf.

One may recognize that" Kf

must be a

real number to be physically realizable and therefore use only the real

part of Eq. (21).
Thus it is clear that, using the frequency response data, one can
obtain both statistical distributions and physical constants for specific
models.

;I
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MATERIALS

In this work. the

gas-li~uid

system used was sulfur dioxide-water.

An anhydrous grade (99.90% purity by weight) sulfur dioxide was obtained
from the Matheson Company.

..

The water used in the experiments was

distilled water, from a laboratory supply, that had been degassed and
stored under a sulfur dioxide atmosphere.
Two surfactants were used.

They were 1-hexadecanol (cetyl

alcohol) and sodium lauryl sulfonate.

The insoluble surfactant,

1-hexadecanol, was obtained from Eastman Chemicals Company and was
reported to be a reagent grade.

The soluble surfactant, sodium lauryl

sulfonate, was obtained from two sources, Procter and Gamble and E. I.
du Pont de Nemours Company.

The sample from Du Pont was of questionable
+

purity, but the sample from Procter and Gamble was reported to be 99

%

pure.
No attempt was made to purify samples further, but as ·criteria
for performance surface tension-versus-concentration curves were measured.
A cenco Du Nouy (ring-type) Tensiometer was used to measure surface
tension; the results are shown in Figs. land 2.

Note that, despite the

unknown purity for the sample obtained from DuPont, its curve in Fig. l
agrees very well with the curve obtained with the carefully purified
sample from Procter and Gamble, indicating that surface-active impurities
must have been negligible.

Note also that the concentration of

1-hexadecanol is given in monolayers present on the surface.

They were

calculated assuming that a single molecule occupies 20 sq Angstroms
of the surface.

·,

.
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Fig, 1. Surface tension of sodium lauryl sulfonate solutions versus
bulk liquid concentration.
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Fig. 2. Surface tension of 1-hexadecanol films versus equivalent
surface. concentration in monolayers. ·
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.

The liquid surfaces in all tests were initially cleaned by
placing a clean absorbent filter paper on the surface to remove dust

/

particles and any insoluble contaminants that might have collected
there.
It was found that the insoluble surfactant was best spread by
pipetting an ether solution onto a liquid surface contained in a Small
movable cup.

The solvent was allowed to evaporate and the cup was

attached to the inside of the test chamber lid.

The surfactant was

added to· the surface by immersing the cup under the •water in the closed
chamber.

The sol'uble surfactant was. added by use of the cup also, but

no solvent or liquid wa$ added to the.cup.

For .complete details of the

cleaning procedure and the method of surfactant addition see Springer,·
(1969).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Before results are given, the procedure for presentation of
data needs to be explained.

As noted earlier, it is possible for

frequency response to be measured relative to either an impermeable
surface or a stagnant liquid surface as standards in the reference
chamber.

Data were taken in both ways, but were presented relative to

an impermeable surface in results shown here.

To distinguish between

methods of measurements, all data points taken relative to an impermeable
surface are shown as darkened symbols; thosetaken relative to a
stagnant liquid interface are shown as open symbols on the graphs.
It has also been shown earlier that data maY: be anal;;:zed by
treating the amplitude and phase data results separately.

The data
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shown for clean, turbulent interfaces includes plots of both amplitude
and phase relationships.

These plots are typical of other results, so

to conserve space only the amplitude results will be plotted for other
data.
.,;

The tables containing results of analysis of data will contain

results for both amplitude and phase data.

Complete tables of all

pertinent data have been deposited as Document No. 0000 with the ADI
Auxiliary Publications Project; Photoduplication Service; Library of
Congress, Washington, D. C. 20540, where copies may be secured.
1.

Clean Turbulent Surfaces
Consider a turbulent, clean interface, obtained by stirring the

pool of liquid below at a rate of 230 rpm.

By comparing this interface

with an impermeable one in a standard reference chamber using the interface impedance bridge, the frequency response shown in Fig. 3 was
obtained.

The solid curved line represents the response predicted by

Eq. (18) using the values of

s

and

Q* = Qf)l/ 2 given in Table I; the

straight line is the theoretical response of a clean, stagnant surface
compared to an impermeable surface.

Note that as frequency becomes

large the response of a turbulent interface should approach that of a
stagnant interface.

Introduction of turbulence to a stagnant interface

causes an increase in the surface area for mass transfer because of
ripples produced in the otherwise smooth surface and also because of
wetting of the chamber wall directly above the normal liquidlevel due
to the irregular motion of the surface.
by the values of

Q* listed in Table I.

The apparent increase is shown
The dashed lines in Fig. 3

represent the theoretical response of a stagnant surface of surface area
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Fig. '3, ~ridge comparison of a clean, turbulent water interface with
an impermeable surface. (0 -liquid stirred at a rate of 230 rpm;
D -liquid stirred at a rate of 150 rpm.)
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Table I.

Results of lease

Stirring Speed

s~uares analysis of data for a
turbulent interface.

clean~

Amplitude Data
-l
Q*

rpm

Phase Data
s, sec -1

0.

0

0

0

150

1.04±0 .07a

1. 09±0. 08

o. 0233±0. 00007

230

2. 88±0. 09

2.87±0.16

0.0272±0.00011

s' sec

'

em

aStandard error computed on the basis of 95% confidence level, i.e.
approximately two standard deviations.

-1

-40.:;

equivalent to the turbulent interface.

Based on the surface area of the

stagnant pool of liquid (625 cc), a gas-space average volume of 4500 cc,
a Henry's Law coefficient of 0.02368 g-moles/(cc)(atm), and a diffusivity
in water of 0.0000146 sq em/sec for dissolved sulfur dioxide, Q*
em

-1

"'

= 0.0225

is expected.
.··

Application of Eq. (16) allows one to calculate the age distribution
function of the interface; the result is shown in Fig.

4.

The solid line

in this figure represents the response predicted by a Danckwerts age
distribution function based on values of

s

and

Q* from Table I.

A similar
analysis
of a turbulent, clean interface, obtained by
. .
.
'
stirring the liquid at a rate of 150 rpm is shown in Figs. 3 and 5.
Table I shows the results of the least squares analysis as descr'ibed by
Eqs. (19) and ( 20).
~esults

Examination of these

indicates that under the conditions

of these experiments the age distribution proposed by Danckwerts is a
i

good approximation to that obtained experimentally.

This means that

under these conditions of turbulence the Danckwerts approximation may
be used to predict mass transfer through the interface.
2.

Effect of soluble Surfactants
A stagnant liquid of a specified concentration of the soluble

surfactant sodium lauryl sulfonate was compared to an impermeable
'

reference chamber.

The frequency response revealed that no measurable

change in mas.s transfer through the
concentrations tested,

i~terface

could be detected at all

The concentrations were 0.0001635-M,

•

!
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Danckwerts distribution
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XBL6910- 3911

Fig, 4~ Surface age distribution function v~rsus surface element age
for a liquid stirred at a rate of 230 rpm. Data points obtained
with Eq. (15).
·
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Fig. 5. Surface age distribution function versus surface element age
for a liquid stirred at a.rate of 150 rpm. Data points obtained
with Eq. (15).
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0.000327-M, and 0.00106-M.

According to the Gibbs adsorption equation

these concentrations correspond to surface excess concentrations approximat ely equivalent to 1/2, 1 and 3.1 monolayers, respectively, if one
. assumes that a surface concentration of approximately 10

14

molecules/cm

2

is equivalent to a monolayer.
The effect of the soluble surfactant on transfer through a
turbulent liquid interface was next examined.

A turbulent interface,

obtained by stirring the liquid at a rate of 230 rpm was compared with
an impermeable surface.

The frequency response results are shown in

Fig. 6 for a clean, turbulent interface and for a turbulent liquid
at the two lower concentrations of surfactant.

The solid lines in the

figure represent theoretical responses as explained earlier.
Tests were also carried out at a lower turbulence level, obtained
by stirring the liquid at a rate of 150 rpm.
results were similar to

t~ose

The frequency response

at the higher turbulence meaning that all

concentrations tested showed the typical behavior shown in Fig. 6.
The turbulent data in the presence of soditim lauryl sulfonate
were analyzed in the same manner as the clean interfaces.

Calculation of

the surface age distribution functions indicated that the surfactant
did reduce the intensity of the turbulence at the given stirring speeds
but did not affect the apparently random statistical nature of the surfaces.
Thus, the assumptions of Danckwerts concerning random replacement of
surface fluid elements are still very nearly true.

The amplitude and

'•

phase data were.treated separately according to Eqs. (19) and (20).
The results are shown in Table II.
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Fig.

p. l3ridge comparison of turbulent sodium lauryl sulfonate solutions
{stirring rate of 230 rpm) with an impermeable surface. (0 -clean
liquid; ~ -0.0001635-M solution; D -0.000327-M solution).

..

Table II.

Results of least squares analysis on data for water solutions of sodium lauryl
sulfonate.
Bulk Concentration

Amplitude Data
....:1
-1
Q* , em
s, sec

rpm

moles/liter

Phase Data
-1
s, sec

150

0.0001635

0. 864±0 .192a

0.85:31:0.106

0. 023o± 0. 00006

150

0.000327

0.688±0.116

0. 612±0. 097

0. 0235±0. 00015

150

0.00106b

0. 578±0 .180

0. 507±0. 034

0.0231±0.00004

230

0.0001635

1.29 ±0.07

1.22 ±0.250

0.0272±0.00024

230

0.000327

0.828±0.076

o. 782±1.17

0. 0274±0. 00061

230

0.00106

0. 699±0. 060

2.42 ±o.66

0.026 ±0.001

Stirring Speed

I

aStandard error computed on the basis of 95% confidence level, i.e. approximately two
standard deviations.
bSodium lauryl sulfonate sample obtained from du Pont was used in this run only.

~
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For the 0.00106-M liquid concentration of sodium lauryl sulfonate
an unusual phenomena was observed at a stirring speed of 230 rpm.
During pressure oscillations in the gas phase there occured oscillating
bubble nucleation and growth in the liquid phase.

The nucleation and
.... ·

:

growth began as the gas pressure decreased and became a maximum when the
gas pressure was smallest.

As the gas pressure increased, the bubbles

began to disappear and the bubble concentration was nearly zero at the
maximum gas pressure.

Figures 7 and 8 show the bubble concentrations at

maximum .and minimum values, respectively.

These pictures were taken

when the frequency of oscillation or the gas pressure was 0.1

cycles/sec~

The formation and growth of bubbles was found nearly to disappear as
the frequency increased to 0.7 cycles/sec.
'·•'

.;

Treatment· of the frequency response results according to the
Danckwerts model showed' a considerable difference between

s

values

calculated from the amplitude and the phase data, as shown in Table II.
Obvio11;:Sly, a Danckwerts distribution cannot reasonably describe these
results.

The oscillating bubble concentration caused the apparent

liquid volume and the gas-liquid Sl,U'face area to vary with time and
also with frequency of oscillation.

No reasonable conclusions could be

drawn from these data.
The phenomenon apparently occurs because reduction of the gas
pressure during oscillation produces a liquid solution that is slightly
oversaturated.

The reduction in surface tension owing to the surfactant's

presence allows bubbles to form and growmore easily.

At lower

concentrations of surfactant very few bubbles were observed at any stirring

,.,
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XBB 694-4064

Fig. 7. Photograph of 0.00106-M sodium lauryl sulfonate solution
at time of maximum bubble concentration. (stirring rate of 230
rpm.)
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XBB 694-4063

Fig. 8. Photograph of 0.00106-M sodium lauryl sulfonate solution at time
of minimum bubble concentration.
(stirring rate of 150 rpm.)
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speed.

Because of the intensity of stirring, a few entrained bubbles

could be seen even in a pure
3.

li~uid.

Effect of Insoluble Surfactants
Insoluble films of 1-hexadecanol were placed on the surface of a

stationary

li~uid

and compared to a clean stagnant

standard reference chamber.
monolayers were tested.

Concentrations

li~uid

e~uivalent

fre~uency

Kf

Figure 9 shows

response results for the three concentrations tested.
toE~.

solid lines represent solutions
value of

to 1/2, 1 and 2

Unlike the results for a soluble film, a

definite film resistance to gas transport was observed.
the

surface as a

The

(21), using in each case the

which produced the best fit of the data (Table III) •

The effect of the insoluble film on transfer through turbulent
interfaces was next analyzed.

Consider-a turbulent surface covered with

a film of 1-hexadecanol with the

li~uid

stirred at a rate of 150 rpm.

When this surface was compared to an impermeable surface as a standard
reference, the results shown in Fig. 10 were obtained.

The theoretical

solid line in this figure corresponds to the results obtained for a clean
turbulent interface.

Concentrations

e~uivalent

to l/2, 1 and 2 monolayers

were used.
When the stirring rate was increased to 230 rpm similar results
were obtained, indicating that insoluble films at these turbulence levels
do not reduce mass transfer rates.
Results of the least

s~uares

analysis on the previous data

according to a Danckwerts model are shown in Table IV.

-
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Fig. 9. Bridge comparison of a stagnant liquid surface, covered by a
1-hexadecanol film, with a clean stagnant liquid surface.
(0-1/2 monolayer equivalent surface concentration; b -1
monolayer; D -2 monolayers.)
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Table III. Calculated film coefficients from least squares analysis of ·
data for stagnant surfaces covered with 1-hexadecanol.
Surface Concentration in
Equivalent Monolayers

Film Coefficient
em/sec

1/2

0. 00754±0 .00112

1

0.00385±0.00070
o. oo446±o. ooo48 ·

2.

0.00364±0.00056

aThese data were taken in a separate series of experiments by comparing
a film-covered surface with an impermeable surface in the reference
chamber .

.•
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Fig. 10. Bridge comparison of a turbulent interface (stirring speed,
150 rpm), 1-hexadecanol surface film added, with an impermeable
surface. (0 -1/2 monolayer equivalent surface concentration;
~ -1 monolayer; D -2 monolayers.)

Table IV.

Results of least squares analysis on turbulent data for 1-hexadecanol.

rpm

Equivalent Monolayers

Phase Data
-1
s, sec

150

1/2

1.16 ±o.47a

0.974±0.175

0. 0234± 0. 00009

150

1

0. 875±0. 226

1.01 ±0.20

0.0231±0.00011

150

2

. 0.914±0.219

1.01 ±0.21

0.0232±0.00012

230

1/2

3.04 ±0.31

2.29 ±1.11

0. 028o± 0.00149

230

1

3.16 ±o.86

1.68 ±1.53

0 .0309±0 .00180

230

2

3.14 ±1. 51

1. 51 ±1.99

·. 0. 0311±0. 00214

Stirring Speed

Surface Concentration in

Amplitude Data
-1
-1
Q* , cni
s, sec

I

VI

w
I

aStandard error computed on the basis of95% confidence level, i.e. approximately two
standard deviations.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The results indicating that the soluble surfactant sodium lauryl
sulfonate exhibits no measurable surface resistance is in accord with
results of other

researc~ers

layers (Bussey, 1966).

who investigated expanded-type surface

Apparently the molecules in .the surface are

loosely bound and form an open lattice through which the gas molecules
may easlly pass.

The measured resistance of a 1-hexadecanol film in

the compressed state (i.e. at least 1 monolayer present) is compared
results of other researchers in Table V.

wt th

Our measurements are in

agreement with Plevan and Quinn (1966}, who also used the sulfur dioxide..water system experimentally.
obtained between our work
films to passage of so
molecules.

2

~d

An order of magnitude agreement is

·others when the resistance of 1-hexadecanol

molecules is compared with transport of co

2

1-hexadecanol molecules are believed to be closely packed

together on the surface of water forming a rigid lattice through which
gas molecules pass with some difficulty.

By estimating the thickness

of a monolayer film of 1-hexadecanol (approximately 25 Angstroms)
one may calculate the apparent .diffusion coefficient of the ga.s molecules
through the condensed monolayer.
sq em/sec.

The result is on the order of 10-9

It seems that the surface film behaves more like a solid

than a liquid.
The results of surfactant behavior at tlirbulent interfaces are ·
more significant and qualitative explanation more difficult.

In the

presence of turbulence, several film properties come into play.

A

film must be able to withstand bombardment . of the interface by eddies

..
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Table

v.

The surface resistance of a 1-hexadecanol film compared with
the results of preyious investigations.

Source

Gas-Liquid System

. Surface Resistance
sec/em

Blank et al. (1960)

co 2 -buffer

Sada et al. ( 1967)

co 2-water

105

Plevan et al. ( 1966)

so 2-water

170-215

This work

so 2 -water

224-275

aAll resistances reported are for films with at least 1 monolayer
equivalent surface concentration.
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generated far from the surface.

elastic and flow properties of a

Th~

film become important as the surface distorts owing to turbulence.

If

the scale of turbulence is large enough to cause the liquid surface to
be broken, recovery of the film after collapse becomes important.

The

recovery speed may depend upon the adsorption rate at the interface,
the surfactant's diffusion rate in the liquid, and perhaps even its
diffusion rate across the surface,

To attempt a reasonable explanation

of the results obtained here, one needs to be able to estimate time
constants for the above film phenomena.

Let us_briefly examine some of

the properties of films reported in the literature.
A discussion of diffusion limited mass transfer rates of surfactants
is given in Davies and Rideal (1961}.

They considered a system in

which only a thin stagnant layer of liquid separated the surface film
from the stirred bulk solution.

The adsorption rate of surfactants was

found from experiment to be strongly dependent on the surfactant's
bulk concentration and was predicted well by an indicated theory.
Application of this theory showed that for lauryl sulfate ions, after
a sudden 10% change in surface concentration, the rate of adsorption was
such that the surface was 60% restored to equilibrium after 6.4
milliseconds.

The bulk concentration was 10 -3M.

By contrast, consider

lauryl alcohol at a surface ·concentration equivalent to approximately
1/2 monolayer.

After a sudden 10% change in surface concentration, the

rate of adsorption was such that the surface was 60% restored to
equilibrium after 60 s·econds:.

For derivatives with longer chains the

rates become correspondingly smaller, and the times correspondingly
longer.

•

I
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Results of work by Hanson

(1961) showed that adsorption was

not solely diffusion limited . ·He stated, if it is assumed tha.t spreading
pressures depend ori amounts of solute adsorbed and on subsurface
concentration irt the same manner in dynamic and equilibrium systems and
if amounts of solute adsorbed and subsurface concentrations are inferred
from observation of spreading pressure-time data on this basis, then
adsorption limited solely by diffusion fails to explain the slow initial
variation of spreading pressure with time.

Except for this initial

behavior, diffusion must play an important role in limiting the adsorption
rate.

The adsorption appears to be diffusion-controlled·except for an

initial time lag; times required to reach any particular spreading
pressure are

al~ays

longer than would be expected if diffusion alone were

the limiting factor.
McArthur and Durham (1957) studied spreading rates of fatty
alcohols that form condensed or rigid films.

The time to spread a

distance of 76 em in a test chamber 91 x 14 x 10 em was measured.
Spreading from 2 mm diameter particles of 85% cetyl alcohol required
15-18 minutes to reach a surface pressure of 20 dynes/em.

The

equilibrium spreading pressure, or surface tension reduction, of cetyl
alcohol is

44 dynes/em.

Recovery of spread films was assessed by

compressing them until they .collapsed and then observing the rate of
increase of surface pressure.

After spreading 95% cetyl alcohol,

recovery to 20 dynes/em requires 5 minutes.
Healy and La Mer

(19641 studied damping of capillary waves by

condensed monolayers and their effect on retardation of the evaporation
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of water.

Their experiments involved oscillation of a horizontal bar
I

in a liquid surface at a given amplitude a.n.d frequency.

They found that

under dynamic conditions the surface pressure was reduced more than could
be accounted for by the increase in surface area due to turbulence.
They observed a maximum plateau for surface pressure under dynamic
conditions much lower than the equilibrium spreading pressure, indicating
that dynamic conditions. may place a restriction on attainable surface
pressure.

They postulated that the reduction in surface pressure was

due to submergence of monolayer m()lecules and concluded that the submergence should be highest at the bar.
could be observed.

Nevertheless, no film breakage

They also found that recovery of the static surface

pressure when the disturbance was removed was initially rapid but the
final approach to equilibrium was slow.
Sakata and Berg (1969) measured the surface diffusivity of
myristic acid, which forms an expanded surface layer.
surface diffusivity of 3 x 10-

4

They found a

2
cm /sec indicating that expanded mono-

layers behave much like a liquid.

Blank and Britten (1965) predicted

that the surface diffusivity of condensed layers, like 1-hexadecanol,
should be on the order of lO-B cm2 /sec indicating a very rigid structure
of the surface layer.
Application of the above information to interpretation of measured
frequency responses at.turbulent interfaces with surfactants present
can be qualitative only.

With the aid of this information, the following

conclus:ions concerning surfactant behavior at turbulent.interfaces seem
reasonable.

'I'

· ..·.

'

The measured response of turbulent interfaces initially covered
with 1-hexadecanol films indicates that the degree of turbulence was
high enough that the rigid film must have been completely broken up and
submerg~d

in the bulk liquid.

If one were to assume that the film was
I

broken up into hydrocarbon particles on the order of 0.1 mm in diameter,
Stokes Law would indicate that the time required to rise the average
height of the bulk liquid (liquid depth is 8 incnes) would be approximately
1.7 minutes.

Since the spreading rate and the adsorption rate of

1-hexadecanol is very small compared to the average rate of submergance
of any surface fluid element, it is unlikely that appreciable surfactant
.

.

.

. .

would be present on the stirred· surface..

The surfactant entering the

surface through turbulent mixing will be immersed in a fluid element
whose concentration will be equal to the very low bulk concentration
of surfactant.

Since only enough material was added to form a monolayer,

mixing with the 10 liters of bulkliquid made the surfactant's concentration
extremely small.

Thus, only a small fraction of the surfactant originally

added to the surface would exist there after the film is broken up.

If

one coUld reduce the turbulence low enough, there would be some level at
which the monolayer would become stable.

Under these conditions one

could investigate possible damping of interfacial turbulence by condensed
films.

Unfortunately, in the experiments carried out here, the turbulence

level could not be reduced much further without making the measured
pressure.,..difference signal prohibitively small.
By comparing time for adsorption for the soluble surfactant with

fluid element half lives, one can see that even if the film were broken
some recovery should be obtained.

,,

As soon as a portion of the interface
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is swept clean of

surfactant~

to the surface and adsorb.
the turbulent surface.

material immediately beneath can

di~fuse

One can envision islands of surfactant on

Fluid eddies which strike these areas from

below may be slightly damped, as postulated by Davies (1964).
It must be reported that in all turbulent runs made that no
visual chang·e in the surface turbulence could be seen.
the

me~sured

Nevertheless,

average age of the surfaces ranged from approximately

0.3 - 2.0 seconds in experiments with and without surfactants.
These results indicate that owing to the nature of the surface
films formed, a liquid type surface film can affect hyCl:!'odynamics at a
turbulent interface even in the presence of vigorous turbulence, owing.
to the film's lig_uid mobility and fast rate of

recovery~

: On the other

hand, a condensed, insoluble film is very.rigidand slow to recover after
rupture. ·Its presence may only be, important at ·low· turbulence rates.

The

results reported by many researchers on the retardation of the rate of
water evaporation help to strengthen this conclusion •. They have

~ound

that even a slight wave action caused by winder boating on water
reservoirs considerably reduces the

e~~ectiveness_o~

1-hexadecanol filins.·

CONCLUSIONS
Although the interface impedance bridge is not simple to operate;
it has yielded ccmsiderable information concerning interfacial turbulence.
The apparatus is g_uite useful in measuring

sur~ace

film

resistances~

It eliminates many problems encountered with previous techniques.
Measurements can be carried out at small contact times, which were not
possible previously, and density-driven convection currents have

...., .

"'::~-
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negligible effect.

The frequency response data allow one to examine

the statistical nature of fluid interface as well as their timeaverage behavior.
The important problem of surfactant behavior at turbulent

,.

interfaces has been investigated,

Itlwas found that soluble films can

dampen turbulence at the interface and reduce mass transfer rates, while
insoluble films tend to break up and to have no measurable effect on
mass transfer rates.
The results of this paper were drawn from data taken at high
turbulence rates where

th~

depth of penetration of the

scale of turbulence was much greater than the
dissolvin~

gas.

This type of turbulence is

described well by the assumptions of Danckwerts (1951), as experimental
results verify.

As turbulence is reduced, these assumptions will no

longer be valid and the relative motion of liquid at different levels
close beneath the surface may not be disregarded.'

Solution of models of

this type are much more difficult as can be seen In work by Scriven
(1968) in which irrotational stagnation flow near interfaces is considered.
Another important problem not resolved here occurs when turbulence
is not great enough to cause collapse of the condensed films.

Surface

resistance to gas transport plus possible hydrodynamic effects like
those mentioned in the preceeding paragraph may be present.

. ..
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NOMENCLATURE
area of liquid surface, sq em

A

c

=

concentration of gas in liquid, g-moles/liter

c

=

capacitance of condenser in analgous electrical bridge

=

molar heat capacity of gas at constant volume
diffusion coefficient of dissolved gas in liquid, sq em/sec

=

Henry's Law coefficient for gas in liquid, g-moles/(cc)(atm)

=

liquid phase mass transfer coefficient, em/sec

=

surface film mass transfer coefficient, em/sec

n

=

number of moles of gas in chamber

p

=

gas pressure, atm

=

amplitude of gas pressure oscillations, atm

=

HART 0 /V 0

H

Q

Q~l/2

*

Q
r

=

gas constant, 82.06 (cc)(atm)/(g-mole)°K)

R

s

impedance of resistance element in analogous electrical bridge

=

S

replacement frequency of fluid elements in liquid surface, sec
inside surface area of chamber, sq em

t

·=

time, sec

T

=

temperature of surroundings, °K

u

=

heat transfer coefficient between gas and walls of chamber

v

=

volume of gas space in chamber, cc

v

=

amplitude of gas volume oscillations, cc

X

=

distance from interface into liquid, em

y

=

ratio of heat capacities for gas

A

-1
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w
0

,.

1
2

f
s
t

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

frequency of oscillations, radians/sec
time-average value
chamber number, reference cha:inber
chamber number, test chamber
film-covered surface
stagnant surface
turbulent surface
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APPENDIX A
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA
An apparatus, called an interface impedance bridge, was briefly

,•

described in Chapter 1.

Design and construction of the apparatus will

be given in detail in this section •.
The experimental apparatus and technique must meet the following
conditions.
(1)

construction of two chambers as nearly identical as possible

(2)

a mechanical system capable of producing gas.pressure
os.cillations over a suitable range of frequency ·

.(3)

an instrument system capable of measuring the pressure
signals

(4)

a gas-liquid system which will yield a sufficiently large
pressure-difference signal.

A schematic of the system and photographs of the chambers and
.....

the mechanical system are shown in Chapter 1.

CHAMBER CONSTRUCTION
In construction of the test chambers, the following factors had
to be kept in mind.

One needs a large ratio of interfacial area to gas

volume to ensure a measurable absorption signal, but at the same time
the gas space must be deep enough to allow turbulent stirring of the·
liquid surface without splashing onto the lid.

A large volume is needed

to ensure no appreciable changes in bulk composition during absorptiondesorption, and more importantly, to allow placement of a stirring system
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within the liquid to produce interfacial turbulence.
liquid surface by

a stirring system can be tolerated.

must allow for stirring from below.

No breakage of' the
Therefore, one

A transparent chamber and top is

desirable to allow visual observation of the liquid and surface during
operation.
For the above reasons a five gallon Pyrex solution jar was
selected for chamber construction.
the following manner.

Two identical chambers were made in

The tapered top of' the solution jar was cut off

and the .surface ground smooth to produce a cohtainer 11.1 inch i.d. and
app;roximately 8.5 inch in height.

A stopcock was fused into the bottom

of' the jar for introduction of the liquid solutions.

A valve arrangement

permitted one to bubble gas into th.e liquid through the stopcock in .
·,.

order -to saturate the liquid solutions. with the pure gas.

A. 28/12,

Pyrex ball joint was also fused into the bottom of' the chamber to hold
the stirring system, to be described·in more detail later.
It was discovered that the chamber needed to be baffled in order
to minimize vortex formation and to produce random turbulence at the
interface.

A system of' four baffles was placed in the chamber.

Each

baffle was one inch wide and came to within 1.5 inches of the liquid
surface.

Since no easy way to attach the baffles to the walls of the.

chamber could be seen, they were constructed of Pyrex glass with a
framework that rested on the chamber bottom.

A glass rod, attached to

the bottom of' the framework, protruded into the stopcock neck at the
bottom of' the tank and kept. the baffle framework from moving.
the chambers. and the baffles are shoWn. in Fig. A-1.

One of'

In order to· mea::;ure

the liquid temperature during experimental runs, a small thermometer
was attached to the baffle framework in each chamber.

...
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Fi g. A-1.

Photograph of Pyrex chamber and baffl es .

CHAMBER LID
The chamber lids were constructed of one inch thick Luci te to
allow visual observation of the liquid surface during operation.

Fo'ur

l/2 inch gas inlets were mounted in the lid to allow connection of the
chamber to a Neoprene balloon, actually, a hospital rebreathing bag, used
to vary the gas volume sinsuoidally.

The gas inlets were baffled to

ensure that incoming gas during oscillation did not disturb the liquid
surface, which was approximately one inch below the lid.

An inlet was

provided in the center of the lid for connection of pressure transducers
and a gas purge line.

Provisions were also made for introduction of small

amounts of surfactant.
Surfactant could be added to one of the chambers either by
hypodermic syringe through a rubber seal or by small movable cups
attached to the inside of the lid.

Three cups were attached to tiny

rods which protruded through a rubber seal in the lid.
the cente:r inlet and cups is shown in Fig. A-2.

A drawing of

The lid seal to the

glass chamber was provided by a butyl rubber 0-ring resting in a machined
groove.
Each chamber rested in a wooden base filled with Plaster of
Paris to fit the contour of the chamber bottom.

The lid was held

tightly in place by four metal rods attached to the base and secured to
the lid with wing nuts.
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Fig. A-2. Drawing of center inlet to chamber lid, showing movable
cups and gas .line connections.
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THE BALLOONS
The Neoprene balloons, connected to their respective glass
chambers through a manifold and four lengths of 1/2 inch i.d •. butyl
rubber vacuum tubing, were· placed inside. sheet metal boxes. · The insides
of the boxes were contoured to an elliptical shape by insertion of pieces
of hardwood (see Fig. A-3) so that a good sine wave response in.gas.
pressure of the chambers could be obtained when the hinged covers of
the boxes were moved to compress and expand the balloons.

The balloons

( 3 liter, Neoprene, No. 2079 5), obtained from Monoghan Co. , 500 Alcott

Ave., Denver, Colorado, 80204, had to be modified slightly before use.
Since the balloons were intended for hospital use the ends were not
rounded, (see Fig. A-4).

This meant that the balloons did not fit

comfortably in the boxes; the ends had to be folded over.

The pressure

response of the two separate chambers reacted more nearly identically
after

~he

ends of the balloons were tucked inside the balloons and the

ends plugged with either Duco cement or silicone rubber sealant.
Interconnecting lines containing metering valves allowed one
..

to purge both chambers either through the lid or through the manifolds.
Purge was ·possible with sulfur dioxide or air through an exhaust line
leading to a hood.
THE DRIVE SYSTEM

The mechanical linkage and drive system used to compress and
expand the balloons is shoWn in Fig. 3 of Chapter I.
are described below.

The components
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XBB 693-1583

Fig. A-3.

Photograph of insides of sheet metal boxes.
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XBB 693-1585

Fig. A-4..

Photograph of Neoprene balloons before and after modification.
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A d.c. shunt-wound motor (2500 rpm, 1/3 hp, No. G56-25) and a
SCR controller (No. SR-73) were obtained from Minarik Electric Co., 224
East 3rd Street, Los Angeles, California, 90013.

The motor was attached

to a Zero-Max Drive (model Ql} obtained from Zero-Max Co., 2845 Harriet
Ave., South, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

The Zero-Max Drive is a mechanical

speed reducer that gives stepless variable speed from zero to maximum by
changing the distance that four or more one-way ratchets rotate the
output shaft when they move back and forth successively.

From the input

shaft an eccentric motion causes linear motion to be applied to the oneway ratchets.

By varying the degree of eccentricity on the input shaft,

the output speed may be continuously varied from nearly zero to maximum.
By using four or more overrunning clutches and driving them from the
eccentrics successively, the output rotation is continuous.
One drawback to this unit is that the output shaft is not selflocking.

The Zero-Max unit was connected to a worm gear reducer

(Winsmith, i-LR, Series No. 1 CB, 15:1 and 40:1) obtained from the
Otrich Co., 3654 Grand Ave., Oakland, California.
two purposes:

The worm gear served

it served as a self locking mechanism between the Zero-

Max unit and the shaft driving the balloons, and the use of reducers of
'

two different reductions expanded the range of variable speed for the
\

drive system.

Th~

\

worm gre'ar reducer rotated an arm which was attached

to a variable length shaft.

The degree of eccentricity of the shaft

on this arm could be varied to allow amplitude variation in the gas
pressure waves.

The linear motion of the shaft was directed through

porous bronze sleeves housed in a metal casing and bathed in oil.

The single shaft drove two saparate arms attached to each of the
hinged doorways.

It was hoped that this mechanical linkage would produce

nearly identical volume changes in the two chambers.

Through the

combination of the SCR controlled motor, mechanical speed reducer, and
use of two different-ratio worm gear reducers, it was possible to vary
the output speed of·the mechanical drive continuously from 0.03 to

9 cycles/sec •. Some typical pressure w:aves generated by this system are
shown in Fig. A-5, for which the frequency of oscillation was 0.5 cycles/
sec.
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Since the difference of nearly identical signals was needed,
differential pressure transducers capable. of measUring signals less than
one inch of water were purchased from Hewlett Packard, Sandborn Division,
1101 Embarcadero Rd., Palo Alto, California.

A single ended transducer

(model 268A, range ± 20 inches of water) was purchased to measure the
pressure of one of the chambers relative to atmospheric pressure.
signals were on the order of ± 16.6 inches of water.

These

A differential

transducer (model 270, range ± 15 inches of water) was purchased to
measure the pressure difference between chambers.
transducer

~as

By experiment, this

capable of detecting changes in pressure as small as

0.001 inch of water.

The signals to be measured were on the order

of 0. 025 inch of water.

Th.e differential transducer was approximately

three times as sensitive as the single ended transducer and was reported
to produce a differential error less than 0.01% of the applied pressure.
The transducers were connected to a Sanborn Transducer-Amplifier-Indicator
(model 3llA) and then to a Sanborn two-channel inking r~corder.
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filter set at 2x experimental frequency

filter set at experimental frequency

pressure.:.difference signal

compression peak

reference signal

XBL 6910-5704

Fig. A-5. Typical generated pressure waves at 0.5 cycles/sec. The upper
waves represent a balance signal at two different filter settings
(note second harmonic content), attenuation x20. Lower waves represent
input signal to a single chamber, attenuation x2000.
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Because of the signal noise and introduction of harmonics due
to an imperfectly generated sine wave input, it was necessary to filter
the difference signal.

For this purpose, a variable band-pass filter

(model 330B(R), range 0.02 to 20.0 cycl~s/sec) was purchased from
Krohn-Hite Corporation, 580 Massachusetts .Ave., Cambridge, Mass.,
02139.

The upper and lower cutoff frequencies could be selected

independently.

For our purposes, setting both cutoff frequencies to the

desired experimental frequency gave best results.
Although the phase relationship between the measured difference
signal and the pressure response of one of the chambers could be determined from the recorder output, a much more accurate and convenient
result could be obtained by direct analysis of the electric, signal.
The electronics department of the College of Chemistry built a quadrature
demodulator that could handle the signals directly.

The apparatus, like

a lock-in-amplifier, is basically a phase-sensitive detector which can
be considered simply as a double-pole, double-throw reversing switch.
The position of the switch is determined by the polarity of the reference
input~

If the input signal is a noise-free sinusoid and is in phase with

the reference signal, the output of the switch will be a full wave
rectified sinusoidal waveform.

When filtered by an RC integrator the

output will be proportional to the rms value of the input signal.

However,
...

if the input signal and the reference signal are shifted in phase by
90°, the integrated output of the switch will be zero.

Thus, the output

of the integrator is proportional to the rms value of the input signal
and to the cosine of the phase angle between the input signal and the
reference.

-79The demodulator consists o£ two circuits as described above,
but with the reference signal shifted 9"0° in phase in the second
circuit.

The output of the second circuit is proportional to the rms

value of the input signal and to the sine of the phase angle between the
input signal and the reference.

A somewhat analogous detector may be

constructed using an analog computer.
of the apparatus and also the

Figure A-6 shows a block diagram

e~uivalent

analog computer circuits.

A

complete circuit diagram of the Quadrature Demodulator may be found in
record book. 58-400 D-R on file in the Department of Chemical Engineering,
University of California, Berkeley.
Since the input-output phase relationship of the band-pass filter
is fre~uency dependent, a small device named the Harmonic Analyzer was
built to aid in adjustment of the

fre~uency

filter and the experimental apparatus.

relationship between the

The principle of operation

relies bn the fact that the generated sine wave has considerable second
harmonic content.

Figure A-7 shows a block diagram of the apparatus

and a circuit diagram.

Notice that the difference of the pressure signal of

one of the chambers and this signal filtered, when the

fre~uency

is

properly adjusted, will contain the harmonic and noise content of the
original signal.

Adjustment of the filter setting while observing this

difference reduced the fundamental content until at the proper
,.,

no fundamental was left.

Balancing was not difficult.

fre~uency
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Fig.

~-6.
Block diagram of the quadrature demodulator and the
equivalent analog of circuits.

•
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Fig. A-7.

Block diagram and circuit diagram of the harmonic analyzer.

STIRRER SYSTEM
The stirring shaft entered through the bottom of the test
chamber so that the interface would not be _disturbed.

A machined

Teflon ball was press-fitted onto the shaft and pinned there.

The

ball mated with the 28/12 Pyrex ball joint that had been fused into the
bottom of the chamber.

Teflon dry spray lubricant (no. 516945, Chemical

Rubber Co., 2310 Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio) was used on the ball
joint and no leakage of solution was detected at any time.
The only stirring paddle used in this work was three-bladed with
allowance for adjustment of the angle of inclination of each blade.
The blades, constructed of 1/16-inch stainless steel, were 2.5 inches
long and 3/4 inch wide.

The outside edge of the blade was located

three inches from the centerline of the stirrer.

The angle of inclination

(25° from the horizontal) was selected by visual examination of the
character of turbulence produced at the interface until the most random
interface was produced.

The stirrer was located approximately 2.5 inches

from the bottom of the container and was approximately 4 inches
liquid surface.

fro~

the

The stirrer was rotated in such a way as to force

liquid toward the liquid surface.
shaft and type of ball joint used.

Figure A-8 shows the stirring paddle,
The six-bladed impeller shown in

this figure was not used because even in the baffled tank a significant
vortex was formed.
The stirrer was driven by a Bodine shunt wound d.c. motor
(1725

rpm~

1/15 Hp, no. SH33) purchas.ed from ·the Minarik Electric Co.

Speeds as low as approximately 100 rpm could be obtained.

A piece of
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Fig. A-8.

Photograph of stirrer and shaft.
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butyl rubber tubing was used to connect the stirrer shaft and motor.
Turbulence tests were made at two stirring speeds, 150 and 230 rpm.
Figures A-9 and A~lO show the type of interface formed for a clean water
solution at the indicated stirring speeds.
Photographs of. turbulent interfaces with surfactants added were
also taken.

The effect of the presence of 2 monolayers of 1-hexadecanol

on surfaces at 150 and 230 stirring speeds showed no noticable change in
the appearance of the turbulent interface.

Stirring of 0.001-M solution

of sodium lauryl sulfonate at the twospeeds also produced an interface
indistinquishable from the clean.interfaces.

The photographs may be

found in record book 58-400 D-R on file in the Department o.f Chemical
Engineering at the University of California,

Berkeley~

MATERIALS
The Lawrence Radiation Laboratory distilled water system was
used as a water supply.

Surface tension measurements indicated that the

water was relatively free from impurities.

The water was degassed by

passing it through a packed column filled with glass rings.

Distilled

water entered at the top of the column and was withdrawn from a boiling
flask at the bottom.

The liquid was then saturated with sulfur dioxide

gas and stored under a sulfur dioxide atmosphere.
Anhydrous grade (99.90% pure by weight) sulfur dioxide gas was
obtained from the Matheson Company, Inc.
~

i
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XBB 699-6006

Fig. A-9. Photograph oc a clean turbulent water interface stirred at a
rate of 150 rpm.
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XBB 699-6009
Fig. A-10. Photograph of a clean turbulent water interface stirred
at a rate of 230 rpm.
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Two surfactants were tested, sodium lauryl sulfonate (water
soluble) and 1-hexadecanol (water insoluble).

99% pure sodium lauryl

sulfonate was obtained from Procter and Gamble, Cincinnati, Ohio.

.

A

second sample of unknown purity was obtained from E. I. du Pont de Nemours
Co., Wilmington, Delaware.

The chemical formula of this compound is

Nac12H so and its molecular weight is 272.39.
25 3
obtained from Eastman Chemicals Co.

1-hexadecanol was

The chemical was classified as

rrEastman Grade", which was reported as being "similar to reagent grade."
The melting point range was reported as being 48-49 °C.
formula of this compound is c
242.44.

The chemical

H 30H and its molecular weight is

16 3

No attempt was made to purify any of the chemicals.
In some experimental tests, a thin film was laid on the wat~r

surfaces to make them impermeable to mass transfer.

The film chosen·

was DuPont's polyvinyl fluoride, Tedlar, of 1 mil thickness.
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.APPENDIX B
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
SURFACE CLEANING

Before each group of experiments was begun an attempt was made to
clean the liquid interfaces.

Solid particles, such as ·dust, and any

insoluble surfactants could be removed this way, but soluble contaminants
would remain. .Pieces of shark skin analytical filter paper (Schleicher
and Schuell) were cut to just fit on the liquid surfaces in the chambers.
The filter paper was placed on the surface and used as a blotter in an
attempt to remove a layer of liquid from the interface along with
contaminants.

This method of cleaning did remove visible dust particles

from distilled water samples and slightly increased the measured surface
tension.

As a further test of the cleaning method, a f:lingJ.e monolayer

of l....;hexadecanol was placed on a surface of
blotting was attempted.

di~tilled wat~r

just before

The resulting observed surface tension was

nearly that of pure water.

Each time water was transferred into the

test cha.niberf:l, the liquid surfaces were cleaned in this manner several
times before experimental measurements were begun.
ADDITION OF SURFACTANT

The movable cup arrangement allowed addition of surfactant to
the liquid interface in the test chamber without interruption of the
balance adjustment of the bridge.

Attempts to add surfactant by using

a solvent and then evaporating the solvant by sulfur dioxide purge for
several minutes revealed that the bridge balance was affected enough to
prohibit accurate measurement of the impedance change of the interface due
to addition of the surfactant.

"I

Sodium lauryl

su~fonate

was placed in the cups in solid form.

After balancing of the bridge, one of the cups was immersed into the
li~uid

and the effect of the surfactant on the bridge impedance was

examined.

For stagnant

li~uid

measurements the cup could he left under

the surface without interferring with the interface or measurements in
any way.

But, the presence of the cup between the interface and stirrer

in the turbulent experiments could interfere with mixing in the

li~uid.

After it was determined that the soluble surfactant did not add any
measurable surface resistance to mass transfer, the test chamber was
opened and the cup removed from the chamber, since rebalancing of the
bridge could be accomplished as if no surfactant were present.

The other

cups remained in the test chamber with solid surfactant in them for
later measurements at higher concentrations.
Since such small

~uantities

of insoluble surfactant needed to be

added, it was not practical to attempt to weigh this material into the
cups in solid form.

Solutions of 1-hexadecanol ethyl ether were

prepared and the proper amount pipetted (0.2 ml) into the cups.

It was

found that proper spreading of the film could only be obtained if a small
amount of water was first added to the cups before the solution was placed
on the

li~uid.

The cups were prepared prior to filling the chambers with

the saturated sulfur dioxide solution; purge of the chambers ensured that
all solvent was certainly evaporated before balancing of the bridge
was begun.
in the

In the stagnant

li~uid

li~ui_d

experiments, the cups were immersed

but were not left there.

After spreading of the surfactnat

had occured, the cup was removed through the interface and sectired
tightly against the lower surface of the lid.

To be sure that the above
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procedure worked effectively, many preliminary tests were made by placement of films on distilled water in this manner followed by measurement
of the resulting surface tension.
PHASE MEASUREMENT

~

The quadrature demodulator, built for phase measurement, was
ineffective for signal frequencies below 0.3 cycles/second.
experimental measurements below this frequency, the phase was
directly from the strip chart outputs.
,•

For
measur~d

Signals at 0.3 cycles/second were

....

measured in both ways fOr comparison of results.

It was found that the

results agreed within approximately 2-3 degrees of phase angle.
For frequencies below 0.3 cycles/second, the following procedure
was followed. · The band-pass filter was set at the desired experimental
frequency and through use of the harmonic analyzer the motor speed was
. adjusted until the experimental frequency and the filter setting were
nearly equal.

Since phase adjustment could not be made exactly, the

input-output phase relationship of the filter had to be measured by
using the pressure signal of one of the chambers as an input signal.
By knowing the phase characteristics of the filter, it was pass i ble to
find the true phase difference between the filtered pressure-difference
signal and a reference pressure signal by measurement of the recorder
outputs.·
When the frequency of gas pressure oscillations was greater than
0.3 cycles/second, the demodulator was used.

Before measurement the

demodulator had to be calibrated at each new frequency to be tested, since
the reference signal input contained a variable phase adjust: control that

I

-91allowed variation of the phase relationship betwee.n the reference input
and the signal input.

For calibration we used one of the chamber

pressure signals as input and as reference signal to the demodulator •. By
observation of the output of one of the channels of the demodulator,
the phase difference between the two input signals could be adjusted to
zero.
After calibration one could adjust the filter frequency and the
experimental frequency to be nearly equal by observation of the phase
difference. between the input and output of the filter.

One of the chamber

pressure signals was used as filter input and reference input to the
demodulator while the filter output was used as the input signal to the
demodulator.

Observation of a single channel of the demodulator indicated

when the phase relationship of the input-output of the filter was zero
within the accuracy of the instrument.

The demodulator could now be used

for measurement of the phase difference of the desired experimental
signals.
The output of the demodulator consisted of two electrical signals,
one proportional to the sine of the phase difference between the input
signal and the reference and the other proportional to the cosine of
the phase difference.

The arctangent of their ratio gave the desired

phase difference.
The accuracy of the demodulator was examined by generating sine
waves in an analog computer of known phas.e differences and measuring the
phase differences using the demodulator.
Fig. B-1.

The results
are shown in
I

These curves were used to make slight corrections in the

demodulator measurements of experimental signals.
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Fig. B-1. The phase response characteristics of the demodulator as a
function of signal frequency. (Test signals supplied at analog
comput~r. ) .
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AMPLITUDE MEASUREMENT

It was found that the generated sine waves contained on the order
of 10% harmonics (mostly second harmonic) and random noise.

The

difference of two such impure signals that are nearly identical must
,.,

contain large amounts of noise and harmonics in comparison to the small
fundamental difference.

The band-pass filter eliminated the noise but

was not able to reject all of the second harmonic content.

To avoid

doing a complete Fourier analysis of the output signals, the following
method was devised.
The amplitude of the pressure-difference signal was measured at
two different settings of the filter frequency.

First, the amplitude

was measured with the frequency of the experiment and the filter equal.
The filter was then set at twice the experimental frequency and the
amplitude measured a second time.

The first measurement emphasized the

fundamental content of the pressure-difference signal while the second
measurement emphasized the second harmonic content.

By knowing the

attenuation characteristics of the filter one could calculate the fundamental content of the signal assuming it was composed of only first and
second harmonics.

The attenuation characteristics of the filter were

measured by the use of the ,analog computer.
Fig. B-2.

The results are shown in
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Fig. i-2. Attenuation characteristics of the band-pass filter as a
function of frequency whelte Y the amplitude ratio when the
filter frequency is set at 1/2 the signal frequency and Z =
the amplitude ratio when the filter frequency is set at twice
the signal frequency. X, the amplitude ratio when the filter
frequency and signal frequency are identical, is a constant 1.89.
(Test signals supplied by analog computer. )
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BRIDGE OPERATION
Both Pyrex chambers and all parts that could come into contact
with the liq_uid solutions were cleaned using hexane followed by rinsing
with distilled water, warm chromic acid solution, and distilled water
,.,

once more.

After cleaning, the chambers were placed on their bases and

all parts assembled.

This included positioning of the stirrer, securing

of the lids and connection of input-output lines to the chambers.

The

liq_uid solutions were forced from storage chambers to the test chambers
by increasing the sulfur dioxide gas pressure above the liq_uids in the
storage chambers.

At the same

time~

the whole apparatus was flus,hed with

sulfur dioxide to remove traces of air.

After the chambers were filled

to the desired level, purging with sulfur dioxide was continued and the
balloons were oscillated.

After several minutes the oscillations were

stopped and the gas pressure set at the average operating value.

It was

discovered that an initial average pressure of 21.8 inch of water above
atmospheric pressure was needed to produce reasonably good sine waves
by compression and expansion of the balloons.

This average pressure

was maintained by bleeding sulfur dioxide into the gas space until
eq_uilibrium between gas and liq_uid was obtained.
helped to reduce the time req_uired for saturation.

Stirring of the liq_uid
In some cases gas

was also bubbled through the liq_uids to speed up saturation.
After saturation of the liq_uid in both chambers, the liq_uid
interfaces were cleaned as explained previously.

Many times it was

also necessary to wipe the chamber lids dry since splashing of liq_uid
onto them during saturation often occured.
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The bridge was now ready for experimental measurements to be
m.ade.

Since many different experiments were run, slightly different

operating procedures were used, but always the above preparation was
necessary.
During bridge operation several parameters must be measured for
proper analysis of the data.

The

li~uid

level in each chamber must be

measured so that one may calculate the volume of the gas space.

The

level in the test chamber was kept at nearly the same value for all
experiments.
every run.

The

li~uid

temperature in each chamber was measured during

For experiments with turbulent surfaces, the stirring speed

was measured and adjusted by a Strobo-Tac.

All of the above information

was recorded along with the pressure measurements and is shown with the
tabulated data in Appendix C.
For measurement of mass transfer through a clean stagnant interface,
the following procedure was followed,

After preparation of the bridge as

explained above, a Tedlar film was placed on the surface of the
in each chamber.

li~uid

The lids were secured and the gas space purged with

sulfur dioxide to remove all traces of air.

After

gas-li~uid e~uilibrium

had been reached at the average operating pressure, the filter and the
experimental

fre~uencii.es

were adjusted as described earlier.

Since

response of the two chambers should be identical, the pressuredifference signal between them was adjusted to its smallest possible
value by removal of

li~uid

'
the signal was no longer

from one of the chambers.

possihle~

When reduction of

the bridge was considered balanced.

The balance signal was recorded and then the Tedlar film on the test

II
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surface was immersed in the liquid.

Because the density of the film

was nearly that of the liquid, immersion was not difficult.
After immersion of the film the response of the clean, stagnant
surface was measured at one frequency.
out at several frequencies.

Similar experiments were carried

Each time the frequency was changed, the

balance of the bridge was disrupted.

Therefore, one must begin the

procedure by replacing the submerged film and rebalancing the bridge
again at each new frequency.
If one wishes to compare any interface, except a clean,
stagnant surface, with an impermeable surface, the following procedure
may be followed.

After preparation of the bridge apparatus as described

earlier, a Tedlar film ·is placed on the liquid surface of the reference
chamber.

The chambers are purged with sulfur dioxide to remove air and

the gas and liquid allowed to come to equilibrium at the average
operating pressure.

Experiment has shown that mass transfer through

a clean, stagnant interface is reproducible and agrees well with theory
(see Fig. 5 of Chapter I).

One may take advantage of this result by

using the known response of a stagnant water interface as a reference
surface for the bridge.

The phase response of such an interface was

not shown earlier but was also quite reproducible as mentioned in Chapter
I.

It was found that the bridge could most easily be balanced by com-

parison .of its phase-response to the theoretical value of

-45 degrees,

since the. phase is much more sensitive than the amplitude response.
After the experimental frequen.cy and the filter setting were
adjusted, the bridge was balanced by comparing a stagnant, clean interface with an impermeable one through phase readings.

The conditions
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in the test chamber were then fixed depending upon what measurements
were to be made.
was recorded.

The respons.e of the bridge at the indicated frequency

For example, if one wished to measure the response of a

turbulent interface, the stirring speed was adjusted and the stirrer
turned on.

The response was then measured.

If one wished to measure

the response of a stagnant, film-covered surface, the cups, containing
surfactant, were immersed into the liquid and a short time allowed to
ensure spreading of the film or solution of the soluble surfactant.
Since the liquid and gas are not exactly in equilibrium, stirring
of the liquid in one of the chambers causes a slight drift in the pressuredifference signal.

During response measurements, the drift is compensated

by addition of sulfur dioxide to the gas space through a metering valve.
The optimum conditions for operation was obtained when the liquid in the
test chamber is just slightly undersaturated.
owing to solution is a simple matter.

Compensation for gas lost

On the other hand, if the liquid

i.s slightly oversaturated, stirring of the liquid causes the average pressure
in the chamber to increase and compensation is difficult.
After one has made measurements at one frequency, a new operating
frequency is picked and the bridge balance is compared with the
theoretical response.

Only minor adjustments are usually needed when

using the clean, stagnant interface in the bridge reference chamber.

For

tests on. a clean turbulent liquid rebalancing is a simple matter since
one need only turn off the stirrer and change the frequency.

But; when

measuring the surface resistance of a film layer, the test chamber
must be emptied, cleaned and reassembled before balance can be achieved
again.

The new liquid surface in the test chamber must be cleaned and
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the bridge balanced before measurements at the new frequency can
be made.
If one wishes to.measure interfacial responses compared to a
clean, stagnant liquid as a standardreference, the following procedure
could be followed.

After preparation of the bridge apparatus as described

earlier, the experimental frequency was adjusted to the value of the
filter setting.

Since the response of two clean, stagnant liquid

surfaces shouldbe identical, the difference signal between two such
surfaces is used as the bridge balance point.

The pressure-difference

signal of the two chambers is made as small as possible by removing
liquid from one of the chambers.

When the signal cannot be reduced

further, the bridge is considered balanced and the small residual
balance signal is measured.

The surface conditions in the test chamber

may be altered as desired and the response measured.

When one wishes to

change to a new operating frequency, rebalancing is necessary as described
in the preceeding paragraph.
Since it was determined that sodium lauryl sulfonate exhibited
no measurable surface resistance to mass transfer, turbulent experiments
with this surfactant could be carried out using the same balancing
procedures mentioned for measurement of clean interface responses.
The procedure for measurement of the response of turbulent
interfaces was slightly modified when 1-hexadecanol films. were initially
spread on the stagnant surface.

Data on such surfaces were only taken

relative to a clean.., stagnant liquid surface as a standard reference.
After preparation of the bridge apparatus, the experimental frequency
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was adjusted to match that of the filter.

The bridge was balanced by

minimizing the pressure difference between two clean, stagnant surfaces.
The balance point was recorded and surfactant added to the slirface of
the test chamber.

To ensure that the film had spread, the film resistance

was measured and compared to earlier tests.

The stirrer was turned on

and the response of the film-covered, turbulent surface measured.
Analysis showed that when a film of 1-hexadecanol was spread on
a distilled water interface, the surface tension reduction could be
reproducibly measured in the test chamber.

If such a film-covered·

surface was made turbulen.t and then the turbulence removed, the originally
measured surface tension reduction could be measured after allowing a
few minutes for the film to reorient itself at the liquid surface.

Since

the turbulent action of the liquid was found not permanently to affect
the film 1 s properties, several s·urface resistance measurements .could be
made in succession at one frequency without having to rebalance the bridge.
After examining the turbulent response of a film-covered surface, the
stirrer was turned off and, after a few minutes, the films surface
resistance on a stagnant liquid was remeasured.

Since it was found that

the film resistance had not changed, measurements at a different stirring
rate could be carried out without rebalancing of the bridge.

Indeed, the

surface resistances of 1-hexadecanol films of three different concentrations
with each film subjected to two different turbulence levels were measured
at each experimental frequency without rebalancing of the bridge.

After

each turbulent measurement, the retilrn of the film 1 s surface resistance
was measured.
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Of course, when measurements at a different frequency and
desired, the test chamber must.be drained, cleaned, reassembled and the
proper balancing procedures begun again.
EXPERIMENTAL ERRORS AND DIFFICULTIES

Air in the gas space of either chamber created errors in the
measured absorption signals.
of air in the chambers.

Two steps were taken to minimize the amount

The water was initially degassed and stored under

a sulfur dioxide atmosphere, and particular care was taken to ensure that
the entire bridge apparatus was purged with sulfur dioxide sufficiently
to remove nearly all traces of air contamination.
Slight mechanical or physical differences in the two sides of
the impedance bridge were unavoidable.

These minor differences produced

a certain irremovable error signal wheri the bridge apparatus was
balanced.
Condensation of water vapor onto the chamber lids could change
the observed response of the bridge by changing the exposed liquid
surface area of either chamber in an unknown amount.

Splashing of

liquid onto the lids during turbulent runs might also occur.

Particular

care was taken to dry the lids before operation and to be certain that
they remained dry during measurements.
There was a slight random drift of the pressure-difference
signals due to irregularities of turbulence levels and slight undersaturation of the liquid solutions.

The responses were calculated from

the chart recordings that showed the least drift and several cycles were
averaged to ensure that error owing to the drift was minimized.
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The input pressure signal to each of the chambers contained
approximately 10% second harmonic.

Assuming the bridge apparatus

behaves linearly, the response of thebridge must be the superposition

.•. i

of the separate responses when a pure sine wave and a pure second
harmonic are supplied to the bridge.

The amplitude of. the fundamental

response was extracted from the combined signal by assuming that only
fundamental and second harmonic were present.

Analysis showed that this

was a good approximation.
Analysis of the combined response to obtain the phase characteristics
of the fundamental response was carried out as if the second harmonic had
no effect.

A small amount of error must have been introduced in the

phase results from this assumption.

It was reasoned that the error

should be ·small for the following reasons.

At all frequencies

apov~

0.3 cycles/sec the signals were filtered twice before measurement of
phase occured, once by the band-pass filter and again by the built in
filters of the quadrature demodulator.

The amount of second harmonic

remaining in the response should have been a small fraction of. the
initial content.

Also, the phase response of the bridge approached a

limiting value as frequency got large, where second harmonic content
was largest, and the phase response of the fundamental and second
harmonic signals approached each other.

As frequency became small, .the
"

pressure-difference signal became large and the second harmonic content
decreased.

The error in the phas.e .meas.urement in this manner would be

largest for intermediate values of frequency.

Rough calculation shows

that a maximum error of less than two·. degrees would be expected.

'
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The major experimental difficulty encountered in this work was
owing to the nonreproducible performance of the Neoprene balloons.

Many

new balloons performed unacceptably in that balance of the bridge without the presence of a.large error signal was impossible.

Even the

balloons that were acceptable initially
often. changed
their behavior
'
.
with time.

The balloons were also quite

susc~ptible

to puncture,

requiring frequent repair and termination of experimental .tests beirig
made at the time.

After balancing of the bridge the balance point could

not be relied on for very long periods of time, necessitating frequent
balancing during measurements.
It is desirable. to improve· this part of the apparatus if additional

work is to be carried out using this equipin.ent·. · One needs a reproducible
wa:y of varying the gas volume of each chamber.

Stainless steel expansion

bellows might be successfully used but their cost is ·high.

Another

alternative is to use two machined pistons, but possible gas leakage
might prove to be too big of a problem.
Teflon bellows.

Lamb (1965) used machined

Reinvestigation of these bellows might be fruitful.

REPRODUCIBILITY OF DATA
The linearity of the bridge response was verified by measuring
response at different gas pressure amplitudes.

th~

The reproducibility of data

was tested by measuring the same response in several different runs.
The reproducibility of the data w:as also supported by measuring responses
of interfaces compared to two different standard references.

Conversion

of data from one standard reference to the oth_er showed quite good
agreement between the results.

'
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APPENDIX C

Tabulation of Individual Runs
Run Number

Signal Measured

Interface Conditions

l-8

(ps - pt)/pt

Clean, Turbulent-230 rpm

9

(pf - ps)/pf

Stagnant, 0.000327-M
sodium lauryl sulfonate

10

(ps - pt)/pt

Turbulent-230 rpm, 0.000327-M
sodium lauryl sulfonate

ll

(pi- pt}/pt

Turbulent-230 rpm, 0.000327-M
sodium lauryl sulfonate

12

(ps - Pt )/pt

Turbulent-150 rpm, 0.000327-M
sodium lauryl sulfonate.

13

(pf-ps}/pf

Stagnant, 0.00106-M
sodium lauryl sulfonate

14

(pi - pt)/pt

Turbulent-230 rpm, 0.00106-M
sodium lauryl sulfonat~

15

(ps - pt)/pt

Tu.rbulent-230 rpm, 0.00106-M
sodium lauryl sulfonate

16

(pi - pt)/pt

Clean, Turbulent-150 rpm

17

(ps - pt)/pt

Clean, Turbulent-150 rpm

18-20

(pi - pf)/pt

Stagnant, l monolayer
1-hexadecanol

21-26

(pf- ps)/pf

Stagnant, l/2, l & 2 monolayer
1-hexadecanol

27-30

(ps -pt}/pt

Turbulerit-150 & 230 rpm
l/2, l & 2 monolayer
1-hexadecanol

31-32

(pi- ps}/ps

Clean, Stagnant

33-34

(ps - 1\)/pt

Turbulent~l50 & 230 rpm
·. 0. 0001635-M sodium lauryl
sulfonate

(continued)

..

i

l

Tabulation of Individual Runs Continued
Run Number

Signal Measured

Interface Conditions

.•
36

Turbulent-150 rpm, 0.00106-M
sodium lauryi sulfonate
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Run #

1-8

. I

Type of Reference Chamber
(Chamber 1}

Clean, Stagnant Surface

Surface Conditions of
Test Chamber
(Chamber 2}

Turbulent , 230 rpm
stirring speed

Surfactant

None
Reference Chamber

Liquid Temp•

25 .5-26.0.

(OC)

Gas Space
Height (em)

Frequency
cycles/sec

Test Chamber

3.175-3.227

2.859-2.870

Comparison of Stagnant
and Turbulent Surface
(Measured Signal)

Comparison of Impermeable
arid Turbulent Interface
(Calculated Signal}

(pi - pt}/pt

(pl - p2)/p2 "
0.03

0.212

L

-95.6

0.255

L

-88.6

0.055
0.083
0.090
0.167
0.20

0.104

-99.1
L -101.9
L -101.9
L -104.6

0~132

L

0.0855
0.0820
0.0442.

L
L

-87 .o
-85.4
-85.3
-80.1

0.0390
0.0268

L -79.1
L -74.2

0.0190
0.0175
0.0173
0.0130

L

0.30
0.48
0.50
0.51
0.80
1.15
1.50
2.00

0.0635
0.0609
0.0286
0.0247
0.0146
0.00858
0.00712
0.00693
o.co418

L

L -104.7
L -105.7

L -102.3

L -103.5
L -102.9

0.00277
0.00202

L

-96.7
...90 .. 0

L

0.00162

L

L

L

L

-67.8
-65.8

L

-65.3

L

-59·9

L

-55·9
-53.2
-51.6

-83.5

0.0105
0 .. 00900

L

-77.7

0.00777

L
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Ru.n # 9

•·

Type of Reference Chamber
(Chamber 1)

Clean, Stagnant Surface

Surface Conditions of
Test Chamber
(Chaml;>er 2)

Stagnant

Surfactant

0.000327-M sodium lauryl
sulfonate
Reference Chamber

Liquid Temp.

(°C}
Gas Space
Height (em)

Frequency·
cycles/sec

Test Cha.Iiiber

25.9
3.37

Comparison of Two
Stagnant Surfaces
(Balance Signal)
ICpl - P2J/p2l

2.82

Comparison of a Stagnant and
Film-Covered Stagnant Surface
(Measured Signal)
I(ps - pf)/pfl

0.07

0.00033

o.ooo64

0.10

0.0005

0.00073

0.30

0.00087

0.00073

0.50

0.00118

0.0011

1.00

0.00105

0.0012
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Run # 10
'

Type of Reference Chamber
(Chamber· 1)

Clean, Stagnant Surface

Surface Conditions of
Test Chamber
(Chamber 2)

Turbuient-230 rpm
stirring speed

Surfactant

0.000327.,-M sodiUm lauryl
sUlfonate
Reference ·Cfui.niber

Liquid Temp.
Gas Space
Height (em)

Frequency
cycles/sec

26.5

25.9

(OC)

Test ·Chamber

•3.212

2.820

Comparison of Stagnant
and Turbulent Surface
(Measured Signal)

Comparison of Impermeable
and Turbulent Interface
(Calculated Signal)

(pl - p2)/p2

(pi - pt)/pt

0.064

0.0381

L -102.8

0.0648

L -76.4

0.30

0.00561

L

-85.0

0.021

L -55.2

0.70

0.00232

L

-74.9

0.0128

L -50.4

1.00

0.00191

L

-64.9

0.0108

L -48.6
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Run # ll
Type of Reference Chamber
(Chamber l)

Impermeable Surface

Surface Conditions of
Test Chamber
(Chamber 2)

Turbulent, 230 rpm
stirring speed

Surfactant

0.000327~M

sodium lauryl

sulfonate
Reference Chamber
Liquid Temp.

26.5

25.9

(OC)

Gas Space
Height (em)

Frequency
cycles/sec

Test Chamber

3.212

Comparison of Impermeable
and Turbulent Interface
(Measured Signal)

(f\ -

2.82

Comparison of Stagnant
and Turbulent Interface
(Calculated Signal)

:P2) /p2

C:Ps - :Pt)/:Pt

0.048

0.0830

L -80.0

0.0531

L -103.5

0.10

0.0459

L -72.0

0.0238

L -102.6

0.20

0.0266

L -60.0

0.00873

L

-94.6

0.50

0.016

L -53.1

0.00382

L

-79.9

1.00

0.0112

L -48.8

0.00230

L

-63.0
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Run # 12
Type of Reference Chamber
(Chamber 1}

Clean, Stagnant Surface

Surface Conditions of
Test Chamber
(Chamber 2)

Turbulent, 150 rpm
stirring speed

Surfactant

0. 000327,..-M sodium lauryi
sulfonate

Reference Chamber
Liquid Temp.

25.8

(OC)

Gas Space
Height (em)

Frequency
cycles/sec

Test Chamber
26.2

3-175

Comparison of Stagnant
and Turbulent Surface
(Measured Signal}

2.86

Comparison of Impermeable
and Turbulent Interface
Calculated Signal)
<:Pr - :Pt) 11\

(pl - p2)/:P2
0.05

0.0336

L -112.0

0.0618

L -76.6

0.07

0.0242

"L-li4.3

0.0482

L -74.2

0.10

0.0144

L -116.6

0.0356

L -68.4

0.20

0.00491

L -120.3

0.0218

L -57.9

0.30

0.00304

L -118.3

0.0175

L -5.4.9

0.50

0.00153

L -110.6

0.0134

L -51.2
-~

'

'
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Run # 13

..
·•

Type of Reference Chamber
( Cha.mb er 1 )

Clean, Stagnant Surface

Surface Conditions of
Test Chamber
(Chamber 2)

Stagnant

Surfactant

0.00106-M sodium lauryl
sulfonate
Reference Chamber

Liquid Temp.
(OC)
Gas Space
Height (em)

Frequency
cycles/sec

26.0
3.175

Comparison of two
Stagnant Surfaces
(Balance Signal)
ICpl - P2) ;p2l

Test Chamber
26.3
2.86

Comparison of Stagnant and
Film-Covered Stagnant Surface
(Measured Signal) .
I(ps - pf)/pf I

0.10

0.00005

0.00018

0.30

0.00073

o.ooo46

0.50

0.00185

0.0017

1.00

0.00087

0.00087
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Run

# J4

Type of Reference Chamber
(Chamber l)

Impermeable Surface

Surface. Conditions of
Test Chamber
(Chamber 2)

Turbulent, 230 rpm
stirring speed

Surfactant

0.00106-M sodium lauryl
sulfonate
Reference Chamber .

Test Chamber

26.2

Liquid Temp.

26.5

(OC)

Gas Space
Height (em)

Frequency
cycles/sec

2.937

2.86

Comparison of Impermeable
and Turbulent Interface
(Measured Signal)

Comparison of Stagnant
and Turbulent Interface
(Calculated Signal)

(pl - p2)/p2

(ps - pt)/pt

0.05

0.113

L -77.5

0.0797

L -90.2

0.10

0.063

L -71.0

0.0387

L -88.2

0.20

0.0324

L -60.0

0.0138

L -80.9

0.50

0.0166

L -51.5

0.00419

L ...;70.6

._..,

!'
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:Ruri # i5

..

Type of Reference Chamber
(Chamber 1)

Clean, Stagnant Surface

Surface Conditions of
Test Chamber
(Chamber 2)

Turbulent, 230 rpm
stirring speed

Surfactant

0.00106-M sodium lauryl
sulfonate
Reference Chamber

Liquid Temp.

26.1

Test Chamber
26.4

(OC)

Gas Space
Height (em)

Frequency
cycles/sec

3.21

Comparison of Stagnant
and Turbulent Surface
(Measured Signal)

2.86

Comparison of Impermeable
and Turbulent Interface
(Calculated Signal)

(pl - p2)/p2

(pi - pt)/pt

0.30

0.0100

L -71.4

0.0258

L -55.3

0.50

o.oo468

L -61.0

0.0172

L -51.1

1. 00

0.00179

L -63.6

0.0107

L -48.2
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Run # 16
TYpe of Reference Chamber
(Chamber 1)

Impermeable Surface

Surface Conditions of
Test Chamber
(Chamber 2)

Turbulent, 150 rpm
stirring speed

Surfactant

None

•

Reference Chamber
Liquid Temp.

26.2

25.9

(°C)
Gas Space
Height (em:)

Frequency
cycles/sec

Test ·chamber

3.33

Comparison of Impermeable
and Turbulent Interface
(Measured Signal)

2.86

Comparison of Stagnant
and Turbulent Interface
(Calculated Signal)

(pl - p2)/p2

(ps -pt)/pt

0.05

0.0785

L -81.50

0.0505

L -107.0

0.07

0.0548

L -79.4

0.0321

L -113.3

0.10

0.0414

L -75.0

0.0215

L ·-ll3. 7

0.20

0.0240

L -64.6

0.00828

L -116.4

0.30

0.0185

L -59.6

o.oo482

L -116.0
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Run # 17 ·
Type of Reference Chamber
(Chamber 1)

Clean, Stagnant Surface

Surface Conditions of
Test Chamber
(Chamber 2)

Turbulent, 150 rpm
stirring speed

Surfactant

None
Reference Chamber

Liquid Temp,
(OC)

Frequency
cycles/sec

26.2

25.9

3.33

Gas Space
Height (em)

Test Chamber

2.86

Comparison of Stagnant
and Turbulent Surface
(Measured Signal)

Comparison of Impermeable
and Turbulent Interface
(Calculated Signal)

(pl - p2)/p2

(pi - pt)/pt

0.0211

L -113.4

0.0412

L -74.5

.. 0.50

0.00234

L -116.6

0.0136

L -54.6

1.00

0.00083

L -108.4

0.00937

L -49.7

0.10
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Run # 18-20
Type of Reference Chamber
(Chamber l J

Impermeable ,Surface

Surface Conditions of
Test Chamber ·
(Chamber 2)

Stagnant

Surfactant

1-monolayer of
1-hexadecanol

•·
.-'

Reference Chamber
Liquid Temp. ·.
(°C)

26.0

25.9

Gas S~ace
Height (em)

2.86

3.175

Comparison of Impermeable and
Stagnant Surface
(Measured Signal}

Film~Covered

Frequency
cycles/sec

· Test Chamber

(pl - p2)/p2

Comparison of a Stagnant
and Film-Covered Stagnant
Surface (Calculated
Signal)
(pf - ps)/pf

0.05

0.0300

L -58.0

0.0124

L -11.9

0.10

0.0167

L -62.3

0.0131

L -22.3

0.20

0.0110

L -67.3

0.0106

L -21.5

0.50

0.00560

L -73.0

0.00810

L -25.9

1.00

0.00286

L -76.7

o.oo667

L -31.8 ·

2.00

0.00180

L -'J5.7

o.oo486

L -34.0
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Run # 21-26
Type of Reference Chamber
(Chamber 1)

Clean, Stagnant Surface

Surface Conditions of
Test.Chamber
(Chamber 2)

Stagnant ·

Surfactant

l/2~nolayer

of

1-hexadecanol
Reference Chamber
Liquid Temp.

Test ·Chamber

. 23.4

23.8

(OC)

Gas Space
Height (em)

Frequency
cycles/sec

2.86

3.175

Comparison uf a Stagnant
and Film-Covered Stagnant
Surface
(Measured Signal)
(p2 - pl)/pl

~

Comparison of Impermeable
and Film-Covered Stagnant
Surface
(Calculated Signal)
<:Pr - :Pf) /pf

0.05

0.0100

L

-7.0

0.0324

L -56.0

0.10

0.00850

L -11.7

0.0216

L -57.5

0.20

0.00784

L -14.8

0.0137

L -61.7

0.50

o.oo648

L -20.2

0.00726

L -61 .o

1.00

0.00431

L -23.9

0.00516

L -62.5

2.00

0.00383

L -29.1

0.00284

L -66.6
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Run # 21-26
Type of Reference Chainber
(Chamber 1)

Clean, Stagnant Surface

Surface Conditions of
Test Chamber
(Chamber 2)

Stagnant

Surfactant

1 monolayer of
1-hexadecanol

"

Reference Chamber
Liquid Temp.
Gas Spac·e
Height (em)

Frequency
cycles/sec

·Test Chamber

23.4

coc)

!

23.8
2.86

3.175

Comparison of a Stagnant
and Film-Covered Stagnant
Surface
(Measured Signal)
(p2 - f\)/pl

Comparison of Impermeable
and Film-Covered Stagnant
Surface
(Calculated Signal)
(pi - pf)/pf

0.05

0.0142

L -11.0

0.0289

L -60.8

0.10

0.0124

L -17.9

0.0179

L

-63.2

0.20

0.0112

L

-23.5

0.0103

L

-68.1

0.50

0.00925

L

-28.1

0.00458

L -80.3

1.00

0.00643

L

-30.9

0.00310

L -75.0

2.00

0.00490

L

-35.5

0.00169

L -73.3

~.
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Run # 21-26

,._

Type of Reference Chamber
(Chainber 1}

Clean, Stagnant Surface

Surface Conditions of
Test Chamber
(Chamber 2)

Stagnant

Surfactant

2 monolayers of
1-hexadecanol
Reference Chamber

Liquid Temp.

Test ·chamber

23.4

23.8

(OC)

Gas Space
Height (em)

Frequency
cycles/sec

3.175

Comparison of a Stagnant
and Film-Covered Surface
(Measured Signal)
(p2 - pl)/pl

2.86

Comparison of Impermeable and
Film-Covered Stagnant Surface
(Calculated Signal)
(pi - pf)/pf

0.05

0.0160

L -14.2

0.0270

L

-62.5

0.10

0.0135

L -18.3

0.0170

L

-65.5

0.20

0.0122

L -24.0

0.00949

L

-71.9

0.50

0.00942

L -27.6

0.00454

L

-82.8

1.00

0.00731

L -32.9

0.00233

L

-85.5

2.00

0.00591

L -35.7

0.00106

L -107.7
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Run # 27
Frequency

= 1.00

cycles/sec for all data shmm below

Type of Reference Chamber
(Chamber 1)

Clean, Stagnant Surface

Surfactant

1-hexadecanol
Reference Chamber

Liquid Temp.

'

Test ChaJnber
24.0

23.5

(°C)
Gas Space
Height (em)

2.86

3.175

Comparison of Stagnant
and Indicated Surface
(Measured Signal)

Surface
Conditions

(pl,- p2)/p2
a
stagnant,0.5.

Comparison of Impermeable
and Indicated Surface
(Calcula~ed Signal)

(pi'- p)/p

0.00565

L -25.6 ·

0.00406

L -72.4

turbulent-150 ,0.5

0.00090

L-110.8

0.00938

L -50.2

stagnant,0.5

0.00511

L -25.5

o.oo41J5

turbulent-230,0.5

0.00344

L -92.3

0.0116

L -67.4
L -58.0

stagnant,0.5

0.00432

L -25.7

0.00506

L -61.3

stagnant,l.O

0.00696

L -32.9

0.00256

L -79.1

turbulent-150,1.0

o.ooo68

L-110.1

0.00928

L --49. o

stagnant,l.O

0.00698

L -31.5

0.00273

L -80.1

turbulent-230,1.0

0.00438

L -86.7

0.0126

L -58.6

stagnant,l.O

0.00671

L -32.8

0.00275

L -75.7

stagnant,2.0

0.00783

L -32.9

0.00205

L -96.8

turbulent-150 ,2_. 0

0.00072

L-109 .6

0.00930

L -49.1

stagnant,2.0

0.00675

L -31.7

0.00281

L -78.1

turbulent-230,2.0

o.oo44o

L -85.5

0.0127

L -58~3

b

a

Surface concentration of 1-hexadecanol in equivalent monolayers.
bst-1rr1ng
speed producing the turtuience in rev/min.

~.• :J: ',:

<

"'
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Run # 28
Frequency

= 0 ..50

cycles/sec for all data shown below

·Type of Reference Chamber
(Chamber l)

Clean, Stagnant Surface

Surfactant

1-hexadecanol
Reference Chamber

Liquid Temp.

·Test Chamber
24.0

23.5

(°C)
Gas Space
Height (em)

2.86"

3.21

Comparison of Stagnant
and Indicated Surface
(Measured Signal}

Surface
Conditions

(pl - p2}p2
stagnant, 0.5a

0.00689

L

turbulent-150 ,0.5

0.00208

stagnant ,0. 5

(pi - p)/p
0.00693

L -69 .o

L -118.4

0.0134

L -53.8

0.00649

L

0.00730

L -67.4

turbulent~230,0.5

o.oo644

L -102.6

0.0170

L -64.0

stagnant ,0. 5

0.00570

L

-18.4

0.00795

L -63.7

stagnant ,1. 0

0.00817

L

-28.9

0.00525

L -70.1

.

b

-20.7
-19 •. 6

0.00210
. 0.00787 ·.

L -120.6

0.0134

L -53.9

L

0.00557

L -69.2

turbulent-230,1.0

0.00704

L -102.6

0.0175

L -65.3

stagnant ,1. 0

0.00657

L

stagnant,2.0

turbulent-150,1.0
stagnant ,1. 0

..,

Comparison of Impermeable
and Indicated Surface
CCalculated Signal)

-27-9

o.oo664

L -62.0

0.00917

-27.6
L . -30.0

o.oo44o

L -76.9

turbulent-150,2.0

0.00218.

L -120.5

0.0134

L -54.2

stagnant ,2. 0

0.00817

L

0.00525

L -70.1

turbulent~230,2.0

0.00654.

L .,.102.6

0.0171

L -64.2.

-28.9

aSurface concentration of 1-hexadecanol in eq_uivalent monolayers.
bst J.rrJ.ng
· ·
speed producing the turbulence in rev/min.
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Run # 29
Frequency

= 0.10

cycles/sec for all data shown below

Type of Reference Chamber
(Chamber l)

Clean, Stagnant Surface

Surfactant

1-hexadecanol
Reference Cha.niber

Liquid Temp.

coc)

Gas Space
Height (em)

Surface
Conditions

· ·Test Chamber
24.0

23.5
3 . 135

Comparison of Stagnant
and ~dicated Surface
(Measured Signal}

Comparison of Impermeable
and Indicated Surface
(Calculated Signal)
(pi - p)/p

(pl - p2)/p2
a
stagnant ,0. 5
o.oo8o4
.
b
.
turbulent-150 ,0.5 0.0203
. stagnant ,0. 5

'

. 0.00734

L

-12.6

0.0218

L -56.4

L -114.3

0.0403

L -74.1

L

-13.3

0.0223

L -55.0

turbulent-230, 0. 5

0.0543

L -100.6

0.0748

L -83.5

stagnant ,0. 5.

0.00710

L

-16.2

0.0222

L -53.8

stagnant ,1.0

o. 0132

L

-21.4

0.0168

L -63.0

turbulent~l50,l.O

0.0188

L -116.4

0.0387

L -73.4

stagnant,l.O

0.0113

L

-22.3

0.0182

L -58.6

turbulent-230,1.0

0.0544

L -104.1

0. 0738.

L "':"85.9

stagnant ,1. 0

0.0113

L

-22.4

0.0182

L -58.6

stagnant,2.0

0.0143

L

-20.9

0.0160

L -65.9

turbulent-150,2.0

0.0189

L -116.4

0.0388

L -73-5

stagnant,2.0

0.0140

L

0.0162

L -65.1

turbulent-230, 2. 0

0.0523. . ·. L

-21.0
~1oo.1•·

b. 0730 .. . L -:-83.0

aSurface concentration of i-hexadecanol in equivalent monolayers.
bStirring speed producing the turbulence in rev/min.

I.

.,-_
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Run # 30
Freq_uency
j

= 0.05

cycles/sec for all data shown below

TYPe of Reference Chamoer
(Chamber 1}

Clean, Stagnant Surface

Surfactant

1-hexadecanol
Reference Chamber

LiCluid Temp.
(OC)

Test Cfuiniber
24.1

23.5

Gas Space
Height (em)

2.86

3.175

Comparison of Stagnant
and Indicated Surface
(Measured Signal)

Surface
Conditions

Comparison of Impermeable
and Indicated Surface
(Calculated Signal)
(pi - :P) /:P

Ci\ - :P2) /:P2
a

stagnant ,0. 5

0.00939

L

-5.4

0.0331

L -55.5

turbulent-150 ,0.5

0.0480

L -104.7

0.0772

L -79.3

stagnant,0.5

0.00926

L

-5.5

0.0332

L -55.3

turbulent-230,0.5

0.101

-99·5

0.131

L -86.5

stagnant,0.5

0.00870

L
L

-5.9

0.0335

L -54.5

stagnant ,1. 0

0.0144

L

-13.4

0.0283

L -60.4

turbulent-150,1.0

0.0500

L -105.1

0.0788

L -80.3

stagnant ,1. 0

0.0142

L

0.0284

L -60.0

turbulent-230,1.0

0.102

L -99.5

0.132

L -86.6

stagnant ,1.0

0.0138

L

-13.6

0.0287

L -59.4

stagnant,2.0

0.0155

L

-11.2

0.0280

L -62.8

turbulent-150,2.0

0.0505

L -105.1

0.0792

L -80.5

stagnant,2.0

0.0147

L

-11.4

0.0285

L -61.5

turbulent~230,2,0.

0.0995

L . .,.99.5

0.129.

L -86.4

.b

-13.5

aSurface concentration of 1-hexadecanol in eq__uivalent monolayers.
bst 1rr1ng
· •
•
·
spee d pro duc1ng
the t urbu1 ence in rev I m1n.

Type of Reference Chainber
(Chamber 1}

Impermeable Surface

Surface Conditions of
Test Chamber
(Chamber 2)

Clean~

Surfactant

None
Reference Chamber

Liquid Temp.

coc)

Gas Space
Height (em)

25.9
3.175

Test Chamber

26.1
2.86_

Stagnant Surface
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Run # 33-34

I~

Type of Reference Chamoer
(Chamber 1)

Clean, Stagnant Surface

Surface Conditions of
Test Chamber
(Chamber 2)

Turbulent, 150 rpm
stirring speed

Surfactant

0.0001635-M sodiU:m
lauryl sulfonate
Reference Chamber

Liquid Temp.

Test Chamber

25.8

26.1

(OC)

Gas Space
Height (em)

Frequency
cycles/sec

Comparison of Stagnant
and Turbulent Surface
(Measured Signal)

(f\ -

,.

2.86

3-175

p2)/p2

Comparison of Impermeable
and Turbulent Interface
(Calculated Signal}
C:PI - :Pt )If\

0.05

0.0416

L -105.0

0.0712

L -11.0

0.07

0.0280

L -114.6

0.0511

L -77.3

0.10

0.0174

L -113.8

0.0383

L -71.0

0.20

0.00639

L -117.3

0.0228

L -60.9

0.50

0.00151

L -120.2

0.0132

L -51.5

1.00

0.00067

L-113. 7

0.00924

L -49 .o
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Rrm # 33-34
Type of Reference Chamber
(Chamber 1}

Clean, Stagnant Surface

Surface Conditions of
Test Chamber
(Chamber 2)

Turbulent~ 230 rpm

Surfactant

0.0001635-M sodium
lauryl sulfonate

stirripg speed

Reference Chamber
Liquid Temp.

coc)

Gas Space
Height (em)

Frequency
cycles/sec

•..

,.:,

Test Chamber

. 25.8

26.1
2.86

3.175

Comparison of Stagnant
and Turbulent Surface
(Measured Signal)
(pl - p2)/p2

Comparison of Impermeable
and Turbulent Interface
(Calculated Signal)
(pi - pt)/pt

0.05

0.0723

L -105.4

0.0997

L -86.4

0.07

0.0463

L -104.0

0.0706

L -80.9

0.10.

0.0311

L -103.4

0.0522

L -76.8

0.20

0.0132

L -102.1

0.0294

L -67.8

0.50

0.00388

L

-91.5

0.0156

L -55· 7

1.00

0.0223

L

-74.4

0.0110

L -50.9
.-,
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Run

•

# 36

Type of Reference Chamber
(Chamber 1)

Clean, Stagnant Surface

Surface Conditions of
Test Chamber
(Chamber 2)

Turbulent, 150 rpm
stirring speed

Surfactant·

0.00106-M sodium lauryl
sulfonate
Reference Chamber

Liquid Temp.
(OC)

Gas Space
Height (em)

Test Chamber
26.2

25.9
3.21

2.86

Comparison of Stagnant
and Turbulent Surface
(Measured Signal)

Frequency
cycles/sec

.CI\ - fl2)/:P2

Comparison of Impermeable
and Turbulent Interface
(Calculated Signal}
(pi - pt) 11\

0.05

0.0279

L -116.4

0.0557

L -74.6

0.10

0.0111

L -119.6

0.0331

[\ -64.6

0.20

o.oo4u

L -120.5

0.0214

L -56.0

0.30

0.00235

L -120.7

0.0171

L -52.9

0.50

0.0012

L -117.5

0.0131

L -50.2

dr

.APPENDIX D

NUMERICAL .EVALUATION OF A FOURIER INTEGRAL
It was shown in Chapter II that one must evaluate

/t ·
00

f(6)

where

= (6/n.S)

1

((3R - 2w6I)cos(w6)

(D-1)

G(w) = R(w) + ii(w), to determine

measurements of

G(w).

(3I + 2w8R)sin(w8)}dw

f(8)

from experimental

.Numerical evaluation of this type of integral

from discrete values of . G(w)

is not simple owing to the severe oscillation

of trigonometric functions as their .argument becomes large.
method~

An approximating

first introduced by Filon (1928) and more recently discussed by

Luyben et al. (1969), was employed with success.
Consider the integral

F(x) =

rT

f(y) exp(ixy) dy

without loss of rigor we can divide the interval
subintervals

{N)

N

F(x)

=
.

into a number of

for the purpose of integration.
Bj+l

Lr
j=O

0-T

f.(y l exp(ixy) dy

j B.J

j

where

Bj =

L
k=l

L\Tk, 8

0

= 0

and· L\Tk =sampling interval.

!
r.

:
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If one assumes that the function

f(y)

maY: be represented by a parabola

in each interval, one may analytically integrate the above equation
for each interval.
approximate

f(y)

Obviously the error depends on how well one can
by a parabola in each interval.

fairly smooth, one should be able to pick a

~Tk

If the. function is
small_enough to reduce

the error to a reasonable value.
A general formula for integration of Eq. (D-1) in a single
interval may be derived.

t

~(e) =

Let

[A cos(we) - B sin(we)]dW

(D-2)

and assume in each interval
2
+ a w
2

(D-3)

2
bo + b l w + b 2w

(D-4)

A = a.o +a w
l
B =

Substitution of Eqs. (D-3) and (D-4) into (D-2) and integration yields

f( e)

(D-5)
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a , a , a
0
2
1

and

b , b , b
1
2
0

are found by fitting a parabola to three

points in the interval of interest.

a

S

and

. !

are the endpoints of the
t)

interval over which integration is being performed.
Since one is limited to a rather small range of frequency over
which one may take data experimentally, two major problems in evaluating
Eq. (D-1) still exist:

the upper integration limit is infinite and

the integral kernel increases as frequency increases, at least over part
of the range. · To circumvent these problems, one needs an integral

q!?~

kernal whose value approaches zero rapidly as frequency gets large.
Since preliminary results of the frequency response of turbulent
interfaces indicate that the Danckwerts distribution is a good approximation,
it may be best to subtract the Danckwerts distribution from both sides
of Eq. (D-1).
f(8)

=s

exp(-s8)

and.

f) -l/ 2 G(w)

= (s

+ iw) 112

Since

( s + iW)

1/2

= [ ""'"(s;;:..2_+_W_2_..1._1_/_2_+__.:;;..s

and remembering that in Eq. (D-ll that

r2

G(w)

+ i [

= R(w)

r2

""'"(s~2_+_w_2-:~-l-/2_-~s
+ i I(w) •
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Let

•

o.-1/2R(w) R* (w) ~ ~

I * (w)

C'l-l/2 I(w)
= tXJ

-

Equation (D-1) becomes

f(e) -s exp(-se)

- 2w8I * )cos(we) - (31 * + 2w8R * )sin(we)]dw
(D-6)

If one assumes that outside the experimental range of frequencies
the Danckwerts distribution applies,.the integral in Eq. (D-6) is zero
everywhere except in the region where the response is measured.

The

limits of integration become the limits of the range over which the
frequency response measurements were made.
replaced by the maximum observed frequency.

The infinite upper limit is
The results obtained by

this method are deviations from the Danckwerts model.
Examination of the experimental data shows that the above
assumption is reasonable.

The slope of the frequency response data at

both low and high frequency approaches the limiting value predicted by
a Danckwerts model.
Since the increment size over which numerical integration is
to be carried out may be smaller than the spacing of experimental data
points, interpolation between points may- be necessary.

A six point

Lagrangian interpolation scheme for non-equidistant data points was
utilized.
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Prior to interpolation, the data were smoothed by using a least
sg_uares criterion.

The center point of each group of five data points

was smoothed by fitting a second order polynomial through the points.
All data points were smoothed in this way except the two points at each
end of the range of data.

These points were smoothed by first calculating

data points outside the range of measured points using the Danckwerts
solution.

The

s

value used in the Danckwerts solution was found from

a best fit to the measured data.

By using two calculated data points

outside each end of the range of measured data, the end experimental
points were smoothed using the same techniq_ue as was used on the rest of

i

'·

the data.
A computer program was developed to carry out the numerical
-evaluation of

f(8)

from Eg_. (D-6) with the integration limits being the

range of the measured experimental freq_uency response.
seg_uence of operations

we~e

The following

carried out.
~p/pt~

1.

The input data consisted of the pressure signal

2.

The data ·were smoothed and the integral kernel ·calculated.

3.

Interpolation of the calculated data was carried out.

4.

Parabolic numerical integration of Eq. (D-6) was carried out.

A copy of the program and results may be found in record book 58-400 ·D-R
on file in the Department of Chemical Engineering, University of
California, Berkeley.

Typical graphical results were shown in Figs.

4

and 5 in Chapter II.
One major problem was encountered in the above numerical
procedure.

rt was found that there

was

a discontinuity in the integral
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kernel at the end of the range of integration since the kernel changed
abruptly from some finite value to zero.

'

oscillations to appear in the solution.

This discontinuity caused
The problem was solved by

smoothing the last point of the interval of integration to a zero value
to remove the discontinuity.
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APPENDIX E

DATA REDUCTION
CALCULATION OF

*

Q

1 2

= HART

£; / /V
0

'

The dimensionless quantity
(1928)

A

= surface

11.1 inch)

ri)

HART

0

0

was taken to be 42.25, from Washburn

area of stagnant liquid

=. 625

em

2

(chamber diameter,

2

= 1.46 x 10-5 cm /sec, taken from Lynn et al. (1955).

The gas space volume

V0 , was measured by adding 50 cc of liquid

to one of the chambers and observing the resulting pressure change.
result was

V0

= 4500

was ·1.125 inches.

cc

The

when the gas space height in the test chamber

When the bridge was balanced, the gas space height in

the reference chamber was 0.125 inch larger than that of the test chamber.

. combining these values, Q*.
By

= 0.. 0225.

This value agreed very

well with experimental data comparing a stagnant clean surface with an
impermeable one, as evidenced by Fig. 5 of Chapter I.

CALCULATION OF THE TRUE PRESSURE SIGNAL FROM THE MEASURED RESPONSE
The experimental frequency response data, tabulated in Appendix
C, were computed from an abbreviated Fourier analysis of the strip chart
recordings.

The raw data are on file

wi~h

.j

the Chemical Engineering

i

.,.,

Department of the University of California, Berkeley in laboratory
notebook number S98-Q-300.

Procedures for data reduction are shown below.

The first step in the analysis was to determine the amplitude of
the pressure-difference signal and the reference signal.

The height

of several of the sinusoidal waves were measured from the chart
recordings and averaged.

The amplitude ratio of the difference and

reference signal was determined taking into account the sensitivities
of the transducers.

The differential transducer was determined to be

I

2.901 times as sensitive as the reference transducer.

Measurement of

the amplitude ratio at two different filter settings was necessary so
that a modified Fourier analysis method could be utilized.

Since it

has been assumed that only fundamental and second harmonic are present
in the response signal, the following equations had to be solved to
extract the fundamental content of the response.

Hl

H2

-+ y = A
X

H2
Hl
-+ -= B

where

X

z

Hl

and

H2

respectively, A and

are the first and second harmonic content,
B are the measured amplitudes, and·

x,

Y, and

z

are the attenuation constants for the filter as shown in Fig. B-2.
Solution of these equations for the fundamental gives

H
1

= (XYZ/(YZ- X2 ))(A- BX/Y)

One now may calculate the fundamental content of the amplitude signal.
If the phase difference between the signal was measured from
the strip charts, several peaks of the reference wave were transferred to
the pressure-difference signal recording and the distance between peak
values measured and averaged.

By knowing the phase characteristics of

the band-pass filter one could determine the actual phase difference
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between the pressure-difference and reference signal.

Measurement of

the phase by use of the demodul'ator was even simpler since one needed
only to record the demodulator outputs and correct their ratio by using

t)

Fig. B-1.
One now had the amplitude and phase characteristics of the
fundamental content of the measured response.

The same procedure was

carried out on the bridge null-balance signal to obtain its fundamental
content also.

The true pressure-difference response could be obtained

by subtraction of the two complex quantities since the true signal and
balance signal ave superimposed to form the measured response.

INTERCHANGE OF THE STANDARD REFERENCE OF MEASURED RESPONSES
From Eq. (5) of Chapter I, it can be shown that

=

A=

B

=

(ps - p I )
A

=

ps

Q~
s s

iw

and

c ='

(pt - p.I )
=
pt
A

~~t

~'

iW
~

If signal
that

A

has been measured and

c is desired, it is simple to see

'7'"137.,..

C

=

(1 + B) A + B

Conversely, if signal

C has been measured and

A is desired, it is

easy to see that
',.

A

=

(C - B)/(1 + B)

I

In these equations signal

B may be calculated from theory since it

has been shown in Chapter I measured values of signal

B agree quite

well with theory.
LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS
Computer programs were written using linear least squares analysis
for treatment of the data.

The programs and output results may be found

in record book 58-400 D-R on file in the Chemical Engineering Department
of the University of California, Berkeley.
in Tables I-IV of Chapter II.

Turbulent results were treated to

determine the best values of the constants
the Danckwerts model.

All results were shown

s

and

Q*

according to

Stagnant data were treated to find the best fit

of the mass transfer coefficient of the film layer.
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APPENDIX F

SURFACE CONCENTRATION OF THE SOLUBLE SURFACTANT

Using the Gibbs adsorption equation, Lamb (1965) calculated
that the surface concentration of sodium lauryl sulfate was on the order
of 1.36 x 10

-10

g-moles/sq em for a bulk liquid composition of 0.000327-M.

It was assumed that thi.s was a reasonable value for sodium
lauryl sulfonate also.

This surface concentration corresponds to approxi-

13
2
mately 7.8 x 10
moles/cm .

Davies and Rideal (1961) reported that a

surface monolayer contains appr;ximately 10

14

2
moles/cm .

We have

assumed here that the above bulk composition produces a surface
concentration approximately equivalent to a monolayer of sodium lauryl
sulfonate.

·~·

APPENDIX G
POWER INPUT
)

The Reynolds Number for a stirred tank. is defined by

N

Re

where

= D2

N Pill

D

= diameter

of impeller, ft

N

= impeller

revolutions/second

p - density of li~uid, lb/ft 3

= dynamic

ll

viscosity(~_,_lb/ (ft)

(sec} .

For a stirring speed of 230 rpm, the Reynolds' Number becomes

From Perry (1963), the power input to a baffled tank may be calculated
from

For a three-bladed impeller with a blade angle of 30° from the horizontal,
K

= 1.
P

=1

(3.8) 3 (0.5) 5

= 1.72

(ft)(lb)/sec

= 1.42

Hp/1000 gal.

A' similar analysis for a s.tirring speed of 150 rpm gives

P

=1

(2.5) 3 (0.50) 5

=, 0 •. 98

(ttnlb)/sec

= 0.81

Hp/1000 gal.
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